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Cell-free protein synthesis is a powerful technology for applications ranging from
therapeutics to synthetic biology. Cells are lysed to produce an extract that is used
to conduct gene expression in vitro, avoiding the limitations inherent to cell-based
systems such as physical barrier of the cell wall and the resource consumption
of growth. While useful, this approach has struggled to attain the product yields
and reaction times necessary to become a mainstream, industrially viable technology. Metabolic modeling of biological systems can provide insight into underlying
mechanism, identify bottlenecks, and suggest system perturbations to improve
productivity. Toward this goal, we employed three strategies to model E. coli cellfree protein synthesis: constraint-based, kinetic, and dynamic constraint-based.
Sequence-specific constraint-based modeling was used to predict the performance
of CFPS for a variety of proteins based on protein length and promoter type. Next
an ensemble of kinetic models was used to understand the productivity and yield
of E. coli cell-free metabolism under glucose as well as alternative substrates. Model
interrogation showed that allosteric control of enzymes was important to system
dynamics but not to protein production, and that the most critical pathways for both
protein productivity and overall metabolism were oxidative phosphorylation and
glycolysis/gluconeogenesis. Dynamic constraint-based modeling highlighted the
robustness of protein production to the different pathways of substrate utilization,
showed that measurements of central carbon metabolites were most useful to char-

acterize network dynamics, and suggested that despite comprehensive metabolite
data, fluxes were still largely unidentifiable. Microfluidic systems, long popular
in synthetic biology for their modularity, low cost, and ease of construction, as
well as the ability to measure and manipulate metabolites in real-time, have also
contributed to improving cell-free protein synthesis. We adapted a glucose oxidase
assay to run continuously on a microfluidic device to gain an understanding of
in vitro reaction dynamics on-a-chip. An inverse relation was observed between
the flow rate through the chip and the extent of reaction. According to a plug-flow
reactor model and first-order kinetics, the reaction rate constant was estimated at 46
h−1 . Taken together, these modeling approaches and experimental analysis provide
an important step toward the goal of point-of-care protein production.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Cell-free protein synthesis

Cell-free systems reproduce the biological processes that occur in living cells without the complexity and demands inherent to in vivo systems. These platforms
enable technologies that are more engineerable and portable than those designed
from living cell systems [3]. Arguably the most prominent example in use today
is cell-free protein synthesis (CFPS) [4]. CFPS differs from the traditional in vivo
approach, in which cells are transfected with a plasmid for a protein of interest,
which is then collected from the cell culture. In cell-free, cells are lysed first, and the
lysate is purified into an extract containing the macromolecular synthesis machinery.
Then, upon addition of a DNA template, as well as the necessary nucleotides, amino
acids, energy substrates, and cofactors, in vitro protein expression is performed.
Cell-free systems possess a variety of advantages over in vivo systems that make
them ideally suited for research and engineering applications. The lack of a cell
wall enables direct access to metabolites and the biosynthetic machinery, potentially
allowing for observation and manipulation of the system in real time. Furthermore,
no material or energy resources are spent on any growth-associated processes, leaving them available for engineering goals such as protein production. Extracts can
even be freeze-dried, stored or shipped around the world, and then reconstituted
for portable, on-demand biomolecular production [3].
Cell-free systems, however, are not a recent development. As far back as 1897,
Eduard Buchner demonstrated fermentation of glucose, fructose, maltose and
1

sucrose from an extract made from ground yeast cells [5, 6, 7, 8]. Microscopic
observation, as well as experiments in the presence of antimicrobial agents such as
chloroform, proved that no living cells were present in the system [9]. The enzyme
mix in the extract was referred to as "zymase" by Buchner, who would ultimately
win the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1907 for this work. In 1950, the question
of how protein is synthesized from amino acids was studied in vitro through the
use of homogenized animal tissues [10, 11]. Later, the mechanism of amino acid
activation by ATP for protein synthesis was elucidated in a cell-free system derived
from the soluble protein fraction of rat liver extracts [12]. In 1961 the Nirenberg
and Matthaei experiment uncovered the first codon of the genome [13, 14]. They
added polyuridylic acid, an artificial all-uracil RNA template, to an E. coli-based cell
extract to synthesize a protein composed entirely of phenylalanine. They applied
the same approach to decode lysine, proline, and valine as well. This work laid
the foundation for subsequent experiments by Nirenberg that would characterize
all sixty-four codons and garner for him the 1968 Nobel Prize in Physiology or
Medicine.
In recent years cell-free systems have advanced from laboratory scale research
tools to reliable protein production platforms for a variety of applications. Coupled
transcription and translation in an E. coli cell-free system was achieved in 1967
by Lederman and Zubay [15]. In addition to shedding light on the nature of
protein expression in vivo, it opened the door for future cell-free production starting
from a DNA template. Spirin and coworkers developed continuous translation
systems that could run for up to 40 hours through continuous exchange of products
and reactants [16]. While a long-running continuous process was an important
achievement, production was limited by energy generation. Energy efficiency

2

would later be improved through ATP generation; the PANOxSP system of Swartz
and coworkers utilized substrate-level phosphorylation [17], while the Cytomim
platform of Jewett and coworkers employs oxidative phosphorylation [18, 19, 4].
It was once debated whether oxidative phosphorylation, a membrane-associated
pathway, occurred at all in cell-free systems. Jewett and coworkers demonstrated
its presence in their Cytomim system by observing a significantly lower protein
yield when oxidative phosphorylation was inhibited; they hypothesized respiration
to be occurring in inverted membrane vesicles created during cell lysis [4]. CFPS
also has advantages for construction of more complex biological products. Swartz
and coworkers have used it to produce therapeutic vaccines: idiotype vaccines for
lymphoma [20, 21] and improved influenza vaccines [22]. Glycosylation has been
coupled to protein synthesis by DeLisa and coworkers for cell-free glycoprotein
synthesis (CFGpS) [23, 24]. E. coli-based cell extracts specifically designed with
glycosylation components such as oligosaccharyltransferases (OSTs) and lipidlinked oligosaccharides (LLOs) enable a flexible single-pot platform for on-demand
production of a variety of glycoproteins.
Clearly the benefits of cell-free systems are not merely theoretical. CFPS has
demonstrated success across systems and synthetic biology and holds promise
for personalized point of use biotechnology [3]. However, the identification and
implementation of effective genetic perturbations remains an obstacle. Bujara and
coworkers took advantage of the capability for real-time measurement of metabolites to design a "blueprint" of optimal enzyme levels, and realized the blueprint as
a synthetic operon to increase production of dihydroxyacetone phosphate 2.5-fold
[25]. But due to the complexity of metabolism, even in cell-free systems, interventions are not obvious and can elicit unforeseen consequences [26]. The power of
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mathematical modeling to describe complex biological systems and inform improvements has thus been utilized often in systems and synthetic biology.

1.2

Mathematical modeling of metabolism

A commonly used tool in the understanding of complex cellular metabolism has
been mathematical modeling [27]. Even before genomes had been decoded, the
first models of metabolism were created to describe cell behavior beyond simply
the process of growth. Fredrickson and coworkers sought to improve upon the
microbial growth model of Monod [28], which could not describe cellular responses
to a changing microenvironment. They approached the problem by defining the
system and its components, constructing a stoichiometric description of the network,
and defining reaction kinetics [29]. Shuler and coworkers developed models for
E. coli [30, 31, 32], S. cerevisiae [33], and CHO cells [34] that expanded the scale of the
metabolism being described and informed models via experimentally determined
kinetic parameters. In 1995 the genome of Haemophilus influenzae was sequenced,
enabling for the first time a genome-scale model of metabolism [35, 36]. The power
of systems biology modeling has only increased since then: integration of disparate
models of cellular processes in M. genitalium [37]; a single partially kinetic model
describing dozens of E. coli mutant strains [38]; improved 1,4-butanediol production
in E. coli through identification of industrially useful target enzymes [39]. Modeling
has been applied to CFPS as well, largely to determine bottlenecks in metabolism
and protein expression. By constructing a cell-free model that accounted for resource
scarcity, Stögbauer and coworkers showed protein yield depending on more than
just template DNA concentration and identified translation as the bottleneck to
4

protein synthesis [40]. Gyorgy and Murry also addressed the question of resource
competition [41]. By integrating it into the model structure they were able to capture
in vitro data for a multi-protein expression system, and map out the combinations
of protein levels that could be achieved by the system. Neiß and coworkers also
used mechanistic modeling to identify bottlenecks in CFPS; their model pointed
to translation as the limiting step, specifically due of low levels of ribosomes and
elongation factor-tRNA complexes [42]. Furthermore, the model informed a new
experimental design that successfully improved translation rates. Thus, metabolic
modeling has seen success in applications across systems biology.
A standard technique in metabolic modeling is the development of mass-action
ordinary differential equation (ODE) models. ODE modeling allows kinetic information to be incorporated and system dynamics to be captured. In 1963 Higgins
developed a kinetic analysis for systems of sequential reactions which would form
the foundation for future frameworks [43]. These included the metabolic control
analysis of Kacser and Burns, which defined a theory of steady-state enzyme networks [44], and the biochemical systems theory of Savageau, in which ODEs were
built around power-law expansions of variables such as metabolite or protein concentrations or general gene expression levels [45]. However, these approaches relied
on detailed information on system components that was not easy to obtain. Dynamic modeling approaches grew in complexity and predictive power as biological
knowledge deepened [27]. However, parameter identification remained a challenge,
especially in the absence of reliable, comprehensive data sets. The work of Sethna
and coworkers highlighted parameter sloppiness as a common feature of systems
biology models. Becuase the eigenvalues of the network sensitivity varied widely
and did not correspond to single parameters, parameters could not be identified
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even when the network was well characterized by extensive metabolite information
[46, 47]. However, prediction could still be achieved with ensemble techniques.
Liao and coworkers used thermodynamic constraints and steady state flux distributions to inform ensembles of models spanning a wide range of parameter
values [48]. They were then able to predict multiple system phenotypes based on
enzyme overexpression datasets. Machine learning has even been employed to
tackle the question of parameter identification, by applying decision trees to the
feasible parameter space [49].
An alternative approach is to discard the kinetic formulation entirely, negating
the need for parameter identification. Constraint-based approaches such as flux
balance analysis (FBA) [50], metabolic flux analysis (MFA) [51], elementary modes
[52] and extreme pathways [53], rely on constraints such as material balances and
maximum allowable reaction rates to describe stoichiometric reconstructions of
microbial metabolism, and can even incorporate thermodynamics to determine
feasible pathways [54]. These methods cleverly make use of a pseudo-steady-state
assumption to reformulate complex ODE models as systems of algebraic equations
that can be efficiently solved with linear programming [55]. Generally these methods do not consider control schemes such as allosteric regulation; rather, the control
of network flux is modeled by optimizing an objective function, often growth [56].
Constraint-based methods have become standard tools for the understanding and
engineering of systems and synthetic biology [50]. The genome-scale stoichiometric
reconstructions on which they rely encompass hundreds of organisms, including
industrially important prokaryotes such as C. acetobutylicum [57], E. coli [58, 59],
and B. subtilis [60], as well as mammalian systems [61, 62]. Some models even integrate detailed descriptions of gene expression (ME-Model) [63, 64, 65] or protein
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structures (GEM-PRO) [66, 67] with the metabolism. constraint-based approaches
have been applied to quantify growth and waste secretion [68, 69], predict yield
of therapeutics [68], describe mutant behavior [70], and predict growth phenotypes [65]. Traditional constraint-based methods, however, cannot model internal
metabolic dynamics; thus, dynamic constraint-based methods have been developed
to overcome this drawback. The simulation time course is discretized into small
increments, and metabolic flux is computed within each subject to time-varying constraints [71]. These methods have been used in a variety of applications, including
optimization of ethanol production in S. cerevisiae [72, 73] and of sugar conversion
in E. coli [74, 75]. Open-source software hasbeen developed for performing one such
method, dynamic flux balance analysis (dFBA) [76, 77, 78]. Thus, constraint-based
approaches provide an alternative to kinetic descriptions, which are more computationally intensive and require more biological knowledge. They are powerful
tools for prediction of performance of metabolic systems, and represent the state
of the art in metabolic modeling [79, 80]. However, constraint-based modeling has
typically been applied to in vivo processes, and have not seen much use in the study
of cell-free metabolism.

1.3

Microfluidic devices

Microfluidics is the study of fluid behavior on the micro-scale and the design
of systems to manipulate material on that scale. Micro-scale properties can be
leveraged through the design of a microfluidic device: a set of interconnected
channels and other geometries cut in a material such as silicon or polymer in which
fluids may flow, mix, react, and be subjected to heat, light, and other external
7

controls. The reasons for pursuing such systems are many: they are small and
portable, easy to fabricate, and cost-saving due to the small volumes of reagants
[81, 82]. Real-time monitoring of system components makes them useful as research
and diagnostic tools as well as engineering and production platforms [83]. Precise
manipulation of material enables more sustained and efficient reactions [84, 85], and
simple integration of process units makes modular operation convenient [86]. The
range of available process units is extensive, including pumps, mixers, separators,
and heaters [87]. They have been applied to a wide variety of biological applications,
from enabling high-throughput and high-sensitivity assays [88] and establishing
concentration gradients to study cell migration [89] to observing dynamic behavior
of individual cells in spite of a steady-state population [90, 91]. The advantages
of microfluidic platforms are especially attractive for point-of-care therapeutic
applications. CFPS from DNA has been performed on-a-chip since at least 2001,
with luciferase production on a system built from modular biochemical IC chips
[92]. Compartmentalization in the form of aqueous-phase droplets surrounded by
an oil phase has been achieved due to the unique strengths of microfluidic systems
[93, 94]. CFPS suffers from low yields and short reaction times, due in part to the
depletion of key central carbon metabolites and amino acids. Specifically, Swartz
and coworkers showed improved yield and reaction longevity under constant
supply of phosphoenol pyruvate (PEP), arginine, cysteine, and tryptophan [95].
Microfluidic devices have the ability to easily supply new reagants and remove
waste byproducts, so it is no surprise that CFPS-on-a-chip has demonstrated higher
yields and greater reaction longevity than comparable batch systems [96, 97, 83].
This technique has been applied toward on-demand production of single-dose
therapeutics, taking advantage of metabolite exchange in a microfluidic bioreactor
to extend reaction times and improve yields [84]. A membrane separating reactor
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and feeder channels was permeable to certain metabolic, energy, and inhibitory
species, and exchange rates were even tunable via the physical properties of the
membrane. The TRITT platform (Transcription - RNA Immobilization & Transfer
- Translation) of Georgi and coworkers also utilized compartmentalization and
reagant exchange to overcome the loss of critical reaction components, toward
improved protein synthesis coupled with incorporation of a non-canonical amino
acid [82]. Observation of system dynamics in real time is another advantage of
both CFPS and microfluidics, and should prove invaluable for optimization of
future platforms. Wang and coworkers developed a locked nucleic acid probe to
measure gene expression dynamics in a mammalian cell-free system, drawing a
contrast between transcription in cell-sized reaction droplets versus in the bulk [98].
Furthermore, the lack of a physical cell barrier enables a variety of external control
mechanisms to be imposed upon synthetic biology systems. Efrat and coworkers
used electrodes in conjunction with a compartmentalized CFPS microfluidic device
to precisely control reaction molecules and oscillate protein synthesis at will [99].
An electric-field trap was created away from the site of gene expression; RNA,
proteins, RNA polymerases, and ribosomes were attracted to the trap, while DNA
was anchored in place. Protein synthesis was reduced in the presence of the electric
field, and returned to the original steady-state after it was turned off. This work
demonstrated the precise spatiotemporal control of components that is possible
in cell-free, and the possibility of circumventing complex biological engineering
challenges with the addition of simple physical components. Protein production
and purification can even be intergated within one device, providing a significant
benefit over traditional fermentation techniques and showing promise toward the
goal of on-demand therapeutics [86].
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CHAPTER 2
SEQUENCE SPECIFIC MODELING OF E. COLI CELL-FREE PROTEIN
SYNTHESIS

2.1
1

Abstract

Cell-free protein synthesis (CFPS) is a widely used research tool in systems and

synthetic biology. However, if CFPS is to become a mainstream technology for applications such as point of care manufacturing, we must understand the performance
limits and costs of these systems. Toward this question, we used sequence specific
constraint-based modeling to evaluate the performance of E. coli cell-free protein
synthesis. A core E. coli metabolic network, describing glycolysis, the pentose
phosphate pathway, energy metabolism, amino acid biosynthesis and degradation
was augmented with sequence specific descriptions of transcription and translation
and effective models of promoter function. Model parameters were largely taken
from literature, thus the constraint-based approach coupled the transcription and
translation of the protein product, and the regulation of gene expression, with the
availability of metabolic resources using only a limited number of adjustable model
parameters. We tested this approach by simulating the expression of two model
proteins: chloramphenicol acetyltransferase and dual emission green fluorescent
protein, for which we have training data sets; we then expanded the simulations to
a range of additional proteins. Protein expression simulations were consistent with
measurements for a variety of cases. The constraint-based simulations confirmed
1 Adapted

with permission from Vilkhovoy M, Horvath N, Shih CH, Wayman JA, Calhoun K,
Swartz J, and Varner JD, "Sequence Specific Modeling of E. coli Cell-Free Protein Synthesis", (2018)
ACS Synthetic Biology, 7(8):1844-1857.
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that oxidative phosphorylation was active in the CAT cell-free extract, as without it
there was no feasible solution within the experimental constraints of the system.
We then compared the metabolism of theoretically optimal and experimentally
constrained CFPS reactions, and developed parameter free correlations which could
be used to estimate productivity as a function of protein length and promoter type.
Lastly, global sensitivity analysis identified the key metabolic processes that controlled CFPS productivity and energy efficiency. In summary, sequence specific
constraint-based modeling of CFPS offered a novel means to a priori estimate the
performance of a cell-free system, using only a limited number of adjustable parameters. While we modeled the production of a single protein in this study, the
approach could easily be extended to multi-protein synthetic circuits, RNA circuits
or the cell free production of small molecule products.

2.2

Introduction

Cell-free protein expression has become a widely used research tool in systems and
synthetic biology, and a promising technology for personalized protein production.
Cell-free systems offer many advantages for the study, manipulation and modeling
of metabolism compared to in vivo processes. Central amongst these is direct access
to metabolites and the biosynthetic machinery without the interference of a cell wall
or the complications associated with cell growth. This allows interrogation of the
chemical environment while the biosynthetic machinery is operating, potentially at
a fine time resolution. Cell-free protein synthesis (CFPS) systems are arguably the
most prominent examples of cell-free systems used today [4]. However, CFPS is
not new; Matthaei and Nirenberg first used E. coli cell-free extracts in the 1960s to
11

decipher the sequencing of the genetic code [100, 101]. Spirin and coworkers later
improved the operational lifetime of cell-free protein production with a continuous
exchange of reactants and products; however, these systems could only synthesize
a single product and were energy limited [16]. More recently, CFPS was improved
by generating ATP using both substrate level [17] and oxidative phosphorylation
[18, 102]. Today, cell-free systems are used in a variety of applications ranging from
therapeutic protein production [22, 103] to synthetic biology [104]. There are also
several CFPS technology platforms, such as the PANOx-SP and Cytomin platforms
developed by Swartz and coworkers [17, 18, 4], and the TX/TL platform of Noireaux
[105]. However, if CFPS is to become a mainstream technology for advanced
applications such as point of care manufacturing [3], we must first understand
the performance limits and costs of these systems [4]. One tool to address these
questions is constraint-based modeling.
Constraint-based approaches such as flux balance analysis (FBA), which use
stoichiometric reconstructions of microbial metabolism, have become standard
tools in systems biology and metabolic engineering [50]. FBA and metabolic flux
analysis (MFA) [51], as well as convex network decomposition approaches such as
elementary modes [52] and extreme pathways [53], model intracellular metabolism
using the biochemical stoichiometry and other constraints such as thermodynamical feasibility [106, 107] under pseudo steady state conditions. constraint-based
approaches have used linear programming [55] to predict productivity [68, 69],
yield [68], mutant behavior [70], and growth phenotypes [65] for biochemical networks of varying complexity, including genome scale networks, using a limited
number of adjustable parameters. Since the first genome scale stoichiometric model
of E. coli [58], stoichiometric reconstructions of hundreds of organisms, including
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industrially important prokaryotes such as E. coli [59] and B. subtilis [60], are now
available [108]. Stoichiometric reconstructions have been expanded to include the integration of metabolism with detailed descriptions of gene expression (ME-Model)
[63, 64, 65] and protein structures (GEM-PRO) [66, 67]. These expansions have
greatly increased the scope of questions that constraint-based models can explore.
Thus, constraint-based methods are powerful tools to estimate the performance
of metabolic networks. However, constraint-based methods are typically used to
model in vivo processes, and have not yet been applied to cell-free metabolism.
In this study, we used sequence specific constraint-based modeling to evaluate
the performance of E. coli cell-free protein synthesis. A core E. coli cell-free metabolic
model describing glycolysis, pentose phosphate pathway, energy metabolism,
amino acid biosynthesis and degradation was developed from literature [59]; this
model was then augmented with sequence specific descriptions of promoter function, transcription and translation processes. Thus, the sequence specific constraintbased approach explicitly coupled transcription and translation processes with the
availability of metabolic resources in the CFPS reaction. We tested this approach by
simulating the cell-free production of two model proteins, and then investigated the
productivity and energy efficiency for eight additional proteins. Productivity was
inversely proportional to carbon number, while energy efficiency was independent
of protein size. Based on these simulations, effective correlations for the productivity and energy efficiency as a function of protein length were developed. These
correlations were then independently validated with a protein not in the original
data set. Further, global sensitivity analysis identified the key metabolic processes
that controlled CFPS performance; oxidative phosphorylation was vital to energy
efficiency, while the translation rate was the most important factor controlling pro-
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ductivity. Lastly, we compared theoretically optimal metabolic flux distributions
with experimentally constrained flux distributions; CFPS retained an in vivo operational memory that led to the overconsumption of glucose which negatively
influenced energy efficiency. Taken together, sequence specific constraint-based
modeling of CFPS offered a novel means to a priori estimate the performance of a
cell-free system, using only a limited number of adjustable parameters. While we
considered only a single protein here, this approach could be extended to synthetic
circuits, RNA circuits [109] or even cell-free small molecule production.

2.3

2.3.1

Results and Discussion

Model derivation and validation

The cell-free stoichiometric network was constructed by removing growth associated reactions from the iAF1260 reconstruction of K-12 MG1655 E. coli [59], and
adding deletions associated with the specific cell-free system (see Materials and
Methods). The iAF1260 reconstruction describes 1260 ORFs, and thermodynamically derived metabolic flux directionality. We then added the transcription and
translation template reactions of Allen and Palsson for the specific proteins of interest [63]. A schematic of the metabolic network, consisting of 264 reactions and
146 species, is shown in Fig. 2.1A. The network described the major carbon and
energy pathways and amino acid biosynthesis and degradation pathways. Using
this network in combination with effective promoter models taken from Moon
et al. [110] and literature values for cell-free culture parameters (Table 2.1), we
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Figure 2.1: Sequence specific flux balance analysis. A. Schematic of the core metabolic network
describing glycolysis, pentose phosphate pathway, the TCA cycle and the Entner-Doudoroff pathway.
Thick gray arrows indicate withdrawal of precursors for amino acid synthesis.
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simulated the sequence specific production of two model proteins: chloramphenicol
acetyltransferase (CAT) and dual emission green fluorescent protein (deGFP, shown
in the Supporting Information). We calculated the transcription rate using effective
promoter models, and then maximized the rate of translation within biologically
realistic bounds. Transcription and translation rates were subject to resource constraints encoded by the metabolic network, and transcription and translation model
parameters were largely derived from literature (Table 2.1). In this study, we did
not explicitly consider protein folding. However, the addition of chaperone or
other protein maturation steps could easily be accommodated within the approach
by updating the template reactions, see Palsson and coworkers [65]. The cell-free
metabolic model code and parameters can be downloaded under an MIT software
license from the Varnerlab website [111].
Cell-free simulations of the time evolution of CAT production were consistent
with experimental measurements (Fig. 2.2). CAT was produced under a T7 promoter
in a glucose/NMP cell-free system using glucose as a source of carbon and energy
[114]. Metabolic fluxes were constrained by experimental measurements of glucose,
nucleotides, amino and organic acid consumption and production rates (estimated
from a total of 37 metabolite time series measurements) for the first hour of the
reaction (rates assumed constant; see Supporting Information). On the other hand,
the rates of CAT transcription and translation were predicted by the model. The
model showed good agreement with the CAT measurement with a coefficient of
determination of R2 = 0.92. Next, we also simulated the production of deGFP
under a P70a promoter in TXTL 2.0 using maltose and 3-phosphoglycerate (3PG)
as a carbon and energy source (R2 = 0.84). The model captured the saturation of
the deGFP titer for a range of plasmid concentrations (R2 = 0.97, see Supporting
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Figure 2.2: Experimentally constrained simulation of CAT production. CAT was produced under a
T7 promoter in CFPS E. coli extract for 1 h using glucose as a carbon and energy source. Error bars
denote the standard deviation of experimental measurements. The blue region denotes the 95% CI
over an ensemble of N = 100 sets, the black line denotes the mean of the ensemble, and dots denote
experimental measurements. A. Metabolic flux distribution for CAT production in the presence of
experimental constraints for glucose, organic acid and amino acid consumption and production
rates. Mean flux across the ensemble, normalized to glucose uptake flux. Thick arrows indicate flux
to or from amino acids. B. Central carbon metabolite and CAT measurements versus simulations
over a 1 hour time course. The blue region denotes the 95% CI over an ensemble of N = 100 sets, the
black line denotes the mean of the ensemble, and dots denote experimental measurements.

Information). Uncertainty in experimental factors such as the concentration of
RNA polymerase, ribosomes, transcription and translation elongation rates, as
well as the upper bounds on oxygen and carbon consumption rates (uniformly
sampled around the parameter values shown in Table 2.1), did not qualitatively
alter the performance of the model for both proteins (blue region, 95% confidence
estimate). Together, these simulations suggested the description of transcription
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Table 2.1: Parameters for sequence specific flux balance analysis
Description

Parameter

Value

Units

Reference

T7 RNA polymerase concentration
Native RNA polymerase concentration
Ribosome concentration

RT
RT
RX

1.0
75
1.6

µM
nM
µM

specified
[105]
[105, 112]

Transcription elongation rate
Translation elongation rate
T7 transcription saturation coefficient
P70 transcription saturation coefficient
Translation saturation coefficient
Polysome number
mRNA degradation rate constant

v̇ T
v̇ X
KT7,T
K P70,T
KX
KP
λ

25
2
116
3.5
45.0
10
5.2

nt/s
aa/s/ribosome
nM
nM
µM
ribosome number
h−1

[105]
[105, 112]
estimated
estimated
estimated
estimated
[105]

KT7
K1
K2
σ70
KD
n
GP

10
0.014
10
35
130
1
5

constant
constant
constant
nM
nM
constant
nM

estimated
estimated
estimated
[105]
[113]
[113]
[105]

ATPT
CTPT
GTPT
UTPT
ATPX
GTPX

176
144
151
189
219
438

constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant

calculated
calculated
calculated
calculated
calculated
calculated

T7 promoter weight
Weight RNA polymerase binding alone P70a
Weight bound RNAP-σ70 P70a
σ70 concentration
σ70 dissociation constant
σ70 hill coefficient
Gene concentration
ATP transcription coefficient (CAT)
CTP transcription coefficient (CAT)
GTP transcription coefficient (CAT)
UTP transcription coefficient (CAT)
ATP tRNA charging coefficient (CAT)
GTP translation coefficient (CAT)

and translation, and its integration with metabolism encoded in the cell-free model,
were consistent with experimental measurements. These simulations also showed
that the sequence specific template reactions, metabolic network, and literature
parameters were sufficient to predict protein production under different promoters.
Recently, aerobic catabolism has been activated in CFPS which increases the usable
energy from a carbon sources such as glucose [4]. The discovery that such complex
metabolism could be activated and controlled in CFPS led us to examine the flux
distribution of CFPS.
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2.3.2

Metabolic flux distributions

While there is no cell growth, complex anabolic and catabolic processes still occur during cell free protein synthesis [115]. To optimize these processes, we must
understand the differences in optimal metabolism, and the metabolism occurring
in an actual system. Toward this question, we compared the flux distribution of
optimal CAT production with experimentally constrained CAT production. The
CAT translation rate was optimized without experimental constraints on substrate
consumption or byproduct formation to estimate the theoretically optimal metabolic
flux distribution. In all cases, the CFPS reaction was supplied with glucose; however, we considered different scenarios for amino acid (AA) supplementation. First,
the CFPS reaction was supplied with glucose and amino acids, and was able to
synthesize amino acids from glucose (AAs supplied and de novo synthesis). In this
case, the flux distribution showed an incomplete TCA cycle, where a combination
of glucose and amino acids powered protein expression (Fig. 2.3A). Glucose was
consumed to produce acetyl-coenzyme A, and associated byproducts, while glutamate was converted to alpha-ketoglutarate which traveled to oxaloacetic acid
and pyruvate for additional amino acid biosynthesis. Second, the CFPS reaction
was supplied with glucose and amino acids, but de novo amino acid biosynthesis
was not allowed (AAs supplied w/o de novo synthesis). This scenario was potentially consistent with common cell-free extract preparation protocols which often
involve amino acid supplementation; in the presence of supplementation we might
expected the enzymes responsible for amino acid biosynthesis to be largely absent
from the CFPS reaction. With supplementation and without de novo synthesis, the
flux distribution showed no TCA cycle flux with all carbon flux traveling from
glucose to acetate. In this case, ATP was produced by a combination of substrate
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level and oxidative phosphorylation, where ubiquinone was regenerated via either
cyo and cyd activity, without relying on succinate dehydrogenase in the TCA cycle
(Fig. 2.3B). These first two cases where amino acids were available had similar
performance, and their respective metabolic flux distributions had a 99% correlation. Lastly, the CFPS reaction was supplied with glucose but not amino acids,
thus the system was forced to synthesize amino acids de novo from glucose (de novo
synthesis only). In the final case, the flux distribution showed a largely complete
TCA cycle, and there was diversion of metabolic flux into the Entner-Doudoroff
pathway to produce NADPH (Fig. 2.3C). However, these simulations represent the
theoretically optimal metabolic flux distribution, which may not be consistent with
what is observed experimentally. Toward this issue, we constrained the feasible
solution space with experimental measurements (see Supporting Information) and
estimated the optimal CAT metabolic flux distribution.
The experimentally constrained metabolic flux distribution had a 55% correlation with the theoretically optimal flux distribution (Fig. 2.3). The low similarity
suggested several differences between the experimentally constrained and optimal
metabolic flux distributions. The largest discrepancy was in oxidative phosphorylation, where the experimental system heavily relied on cyd rather than cyo to
produce ATP through oxidative phosphorylation. The constraint-based simulations confirmed that oxidative phosphorylation was active in the cell-free extract,
as without it there was no feasible solution within the experimental constraints
of the system. The experimentally constrained simulation suggested a high flux
through zwf, yielding NADPH which was interconverted to NADH via the pnt1
reaction. This NADH was consumed to convert pyruvate to lactate or to generate ATP via oxidative phosphorylation. In contrast, the optimal solutions with
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Figure 2.3: Optimal metabolic flux distribution for CAT production. A. Optimal flux distribution in
the presence of amino acid supplementation and de novo synthesis. B. Optimal flux distribution in
the presence of amino acid supplementation without de novo synthesis. C. Optimal flux distribution
with de novo amino acid synthesis in the absence of supplementation. Mean flux across the ensemble
(N = 100), normalized to glucose uptake flux. Thick arrows indicate flux to or from amino acid
biosynthesis pathways.

amino acid supplementation had low zwf and pnt1 activity. Surprisingly, folate,
purine, and pyrimidine metabolism, along with amino acid biosynthesis, were
active in the experimental system, but inactive in the optimal system. In particular, the experimental system had high alanine and glutamine biosynthetic flux
(both accumulated in the media), while there was no accumulation of amino acids
in the optimal simulations. Lastly, alanine, glutamine, pyruvate, lactate, acetate,
malate, and succinate all accumulated in the experimental system, whereas the
optimal solution produced (or consumed) only the required amount of metabolites;
this accumulation contributed to the difference in the flux distributions. Next, we
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examined CFPS performance in terms of productivity and energy efficiency.

2.3.3

Analysis of CFPS performance

We analyzed the productivity and energy efficiency for the cell-free production of
eight proteins with and without amino acid supplementation (Fig. 2.4). The expression of each protein was under a P70a promoter, with the exception of CAT which
was expressed using a T7 promoter. In all cases, the CFPS reaction was supplied
with glucose; however, we considered different scenarios for amino acid (AA) supplementation, similar to the cases considered in the flux distribution: AAs supplied
and de novo synthesis, AAs supplied w/o de novo synthesis, and AA de novo synthesis only. Eight proteins, ranging in size, were selected to evaluate CFPS performance:
bone morphogenetic protein 10 (BMP10), chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT),
caspase 9 (CASP9), dual emission green fluorescent protein (deGFP), prothrombin
(FII), coagulation factor X (FX), fibroblast growth factor 21 (FGF21), and single
chain variable fragment R4 (scFvR4). An additional case was considered for CAT,
where central metabolic fluxes were constrained by experimental measurements of
glucose, organic and amino acids (see Supporting Information). Using these model
proteins, we developed effective correlation models that predicted the productivity
and energy efficiency given the carbon number of the protein. Finally, we independently validated the correlations with a protein not in our original data set: maltose
binding protein (MBP).
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Productivity

The theoretical maximum productivity for proteins expressed using a P70a promoter (µM/h) was inversely proportional to the carbon number (CPOI ) and varied
between 1 and 12 µM/h for the proteins sampled (Fig. 2.4A-B). The theoretical
maximum productivities, with and without amino acid supplementation, were
within a standard deviation of one another for each protein, but varied significantly
between proteins. Productivity varied non-linearly with protein length; for instance,
BMP10 (424 aa) had a optimal productivity of approximately 2.5 µM/h, whereas
the optimal productivity of deGFP (229 aa) was approximately 8.4 µM/h. To examine the influence of protein length, we plotted the mean optimal productivity
against the carbon number of each protein (Fig. 2.4B). The optimal productivity
and protein length were related by the power-law relationship α × (CPOI ) β , where
α = 6.02 × 106 µM/(h·carbon number) and β = −1.93 for a P70a promoter. Interestingly, CAT did not obey the P70a power-law relationship; the relatively high
productivity of CAT was due to its T7 promoter. The higher transcription rate of
the T7 promoter increased the steady state level of mRNA by 34%, resulting in a
higher productivity. However, CAT expressed under a P70a promoter followed the
P70a power-law correlation with a productivity of approximately 8.5 ± 2.3 µM/h
(predicted to be 7.2 µM/h by the optimal productivity correlation). Thus, these
simulations suggested a promoter specific relationship between the productivity
and protein length. However, it was unclear if the productivity correlation was
predictive for proteins not considered in the original training set.
We independently validated the productivity correlation by calculating the optimal productivity of MBP (which was not in the original training set) using the full
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Figure 2.4: The CFPS performance for eight model proteins with and without amino acid supplementation. A. Mean CFPS productivity for a panel of model proteins with and without amino acid
supplementation. B. Mean CFPS productivity versus carbon number for a panel of model proteins
with and without amino acid supplementation. Trendline (black dotted line) was calculated across
all cases for a P70a promoter (R2 = 0.99) and maximum productivity trendline assumed u (κ ) = 1
(grey dotted line; R2 = 0.99). C. Mean CFPS energy efficiency for a panel of model proteins with
and without amino acid supplementation. D. Mean CFPS energy efficiency versus carbon number
for a panel of model proteins with and without amino acid supplementation. Trendline for cases
with amino acids (black dotted line) and trendline for without amino acids (grey dotted line; R2 =
0.81). Error bars: 95% CI calculated by sampling; asterisk: protein excluded from trendline; dagger:
constrained by experimental measurements and excluded from trendline; triangles: first principle
prediction and excluded from trendline.

model and the effective correlation model (Fig. 2.4B). The prediction error was less
than 8% for an a priori prediction of CFPS productivity using the effective correlation. Thus, the effective productivity correlation could be used as a parameter-free
method to estimate optimal productivity for cell-free protein production using
a P70a promoter. For CFPS using other promoters, a similar correlation model
could be developed. For example, maximal transcription occurs when the promoter
model coefficient u (κ ) = 1; the theoretical maximum productivity correlation for
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maximum promoter activity also followed a power-law distribution (α = 1.39 × 107
µM/(h·carbon number) and β = −1.99) (Fig. 2.4B, gray). The CAT value under a
T7 promoter was similar to the maximal productivity as u T7 (κ ) ' 0.91 given the
T7 promoter model parameters used in this study (Table 2.1). Taken together, the
maximum optimal productivity of a cell-free reaction was found to be inversely proportional to protein size, following a power-law relationship for proteins expressed
under a P70a promoter.

Energy efficiency

The optimal energy efficiency of protein synthesis was independent of protein
length, with and without amino acid supplementation (Fig. 2.4C-D); it was approximately 84% for the model proteins sampled. The relationship was linear, but with
negligible slopes: mY × (CPOI ) + bY , where mY = −1.43 × 10−4 energy efficiency
(%)/carbon number for the case with supplementation, and mY = 3.21 × 10−3
energy efficiency (%)/carbon number for the case without supplementation. The
energy efficiency (y-intercept) was calculated at bY = 84.15 (%) with supplementation, and bY = 66.96 (%) without supplementation. In the presence of amino
acids, energy was utilized to power CFPS instead of synthesizing amino acids; thus,
a constant energy efficiency was observed regardless of the protein size. In the
absence of supplementation, the energy efficiency decreased to between 68% and
76%. In this case, glucose consumption more than doubled (64% increase for CAT)
compared to cases supplemented with amino acids; meanwhile, the productivity
was similar for each protein (Fig. 2.4D). Therefore, the energy burden required for
synthesizing each amino acid and powering CFPS lowered the energy efficiency.
Surprisingly, without amino acid supplementation, proteins with a higher carbon
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number had marginally higher energy efficiency; however, this linear trend was
mostly independent of protein size (R2 = 0.82). Lastly, MBP was well predicted by
the linear efficiency model with and without amino acid supplementation. The estimated MBP energy efficiency had a maximum error of 6% without supplementation,
and an error of 1% in the presence of amino acids.
Experimentally constrained CAT simulations showed suboptimal energy efficiency (Fig. 2.4D, dagger). CAT production was simulated using the constraintbased model in combination with experimental measurements of glucose consumption and organic and amino acid consumption and production rates (Fig. 2.1B).
The experimentally constrained energy efficiency was 16.4 ± 5.6% compared to the
theoretical maximum of approximately 84.2 ± 0.1%. Given that the CAT productivity was similar between the simulated and measured systems, differences in the
glucose consumption rate and the ATP yield per glucose were likely responsible
for the difference between the optimal and experimental systems. The glucose
consumption rate was approximately 30 - 40 mM/h in the experimental system
(even in the presence of amino acids). On the other hand, the constraint-based
simulation suggested the optimal glucose consumption rate was significantly less
than the observed rate, approximately 1 - 7 mM/h (depending upon amino acid
supplementation). In the constraint-based simulation, the CFPS reaction produced
only acetate as a byproduct, but in the experimental system acetate, lactate, pyruvate, succinate and malate all accumulated during the first hour of production. The
energy produced per unit glucose was also different between the optimal and experimentally constrained cases. In the optimal simulation, 12 ATPs were produced
per unit glucose (the theoretical maximum for this network was 21), while the
experimentally constrained simulation produced only ~4 ATPs per glucose. Thus,
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approximately 120 - 160 mM ATP/h was produced in the experimental case, in
contrast to 12 - 84 mM ATP/h for the optimal case. Thus, the experimental system
overproduced ATP. We know from measurements that ATP did not accumulate in
the media, which suggested it was consumed by pathways that were not active
in the optimal simulation. Thus, CFPS retained an in vivo memory that led to the
overconsumption of glucose, and counter intuitively the over production of ATP.

2.3.4

Global sensitivity analysis

We performed global sensitivity analysis to understand which parameters controlled
CFPS productivity and energy efficiency (Fig. 2.5). The translation elongation rate
was the most important factor controlling productivity, while RNAP and ribosome
abundance had only a modest effect irrespective of amino acid supplementation
(Fig. 2.5A). This suggested that the translation elongation rate, and not transcriptional parameters, controlled productivity. Underwood and coworkers showed that
increasing ribosome abundance did not significantly increase protein yields or rates;
however, adding elongation factors increased protein synthesis rates by 27% [112].
In addition, Li et al. increased the productivity of firefly luciferase by 5-fold in
PURE CFPS by first improving translation, followed by transcription by adjusting
elongation factors, ribosome recycling factor, release factors, chaperones, BSA, and
tRNAs [116]. In examining substrate utilization, glucose consumption was not important for productivity in the presence of amino acid supplementation. However,
its importance increased significantly when amino acids were not available. On
the other hand, amino acid consumption was only sensitive when de novo amino
acids biosynthetic reactions were blocked, as these were the only source of amino
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Figure 2.5: Sensitivity analysis of the cell-free production of CAT. A. Total order sensitivity of the
optimal CAT productivity with respect to metabolic and transcription/translation parameters. B.
Total order sensitivity of the optimal CAT energy efficiency. Metabolic and transcription/translation
parameters were varied for amino acid supplementation and synthesis (black), amino acid supplementation without synthesis (dark grey) and amino acid synthesis without supplementation (light
gray). Error bars represent the 95% CI of the total order sensitivity index.

acids for protein synthesis. The oxygen consumption rate was the most important
factor controlling the energy efficiency of cell-free protein synthesis (Fig. 2.5B). In
the model, we assumed that ATP could be produced by both substrate level and
oxidative phosphorylation. Jewett and coworkers reported that oxidative phosphorylation still operated in cell-free systems, and that the protein titer decreased
from 1.5-fold to 4-fold when oxidative phosphorylation reactions were inhibited in
pyruvate-powered CFPS [4]. Furthermore, we showed that oxidative phosphorylation must be active to simultaneously meet the metabolic and protein production
constraints. However, it is unknown how active oxidative phosphorylation is in a
glucose-powered cell-free system and its quantitative effect on energy efficiency.
We calculated the optimal CAT energy efficiency as a function of the oxidative phosphorylation flux to investigate the connection between energy efficiency
and oxidative phosphorylation (Fig. 2.6). We calculated energy efficiency across an
ensemble of 1000 flux balance solutions by varying the oxygen uptake rate with tran-
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CAT Energy Efficiency (%)

AA Uptake & Synthesis
AA Uptake w/o Synthesis
AA Synthesis w/o Uptake

Oxidative Phosphorylation Flux (mM/hr)
Figure 2.6: Optimal CAT energy efficiency versus oxidative phosphorylation flux calculated across
an ensemble (N = 1000) of flux balance solutions (points). Energy efficiency versus oxidative
phosphorylation flux for amino acid supplementation and de novo synthesis (black), amino acid
supplementation without de novo synthesis (dark grey), and de novo amino acid synthesis without
supplementation (light gray). The ensemble was generated by randomly varying the oxygen
consumption rate from 0.1 to 10 mM/h and randomly sampling the transcription and translation
parameters within 10% of their literature values. Each point represents one solution of the model
equations.

scription and translation parameters. Oxidative phosphorylation had a strong effect
on the energy efficiency, both with and without amino acid supplementation. In the
presence of amino acid supplementation, the energy efficiency ranged from 50% to
approximately 84%, depending on the oxidative phosphorylation flux. However,
without amino acid supplementation, the energy efficiency dropped to approximately 39%, and reached a maximum of 70%. In the absence of supplementation, a
lower energy efficiency was expected for the same oxidative phosphorylation flux,
as glucose was utilized for both energy generation and amino acid biosynthesis. In
all cases, whenever the energy efficiency was below its theoretical maximum, there
was an accumulation of both acetate and lactate. The experimental dataset exhib-
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ited a mixture of acetate and lactate accumulation during CAT synthesis, which
suggested the CFPS reaction was not operating with optimal oxidative phosphorylation activity. Oxidative phosphorylation is a membrane associated process, while
CFPS has no cell membrane. Jewett and coworkers hypothesized that membrane
vesicles present in the CFPS reaction carried out oxidative phosphorylation [4].
Toward this hypothesis, they enhanced the CAT titer by 33% when the reaction was
augmented with 10 mM phosphate; they suggested the additional phosphate either
enhanced oxidative phosphorylation activity or inhibited phosphatase reactions.
The model validated the activity of oxidative phosphorylation in this CFPS system,
since without oxidative phosphorylation there was no feasible solution satisfying
the constraints of the experimental dataset. However, the number, size, protein
loading, and lifetime of these vesicles remains an open area of study.

2.3.5

Potential alternative metabolic optima

Optimal flux distributions predicted using constraint-based approaches may not
always be unique. Alternative optimal solutions have the same objective value,
e.g., productivity, but different metabolic flux distributions. Techniques such as
flux variability analysis (FVA) [117, 118] or mixed-integer approaches [119] can
estimate alternative optima. In this study, we used group knockout analysis to
estimate potential alternative optimal solutions for CAT production constrained
by experimental measurements (Fig. 2.7). Groups of reactions were removed from
the metabolic network, and the translation rate was maximized. The difference
between the nominal and altered system was then calculated. Knockout analysis
identified pathways required for CAT production; for example, deletion of the
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Figure 2.7: Pairwise knockouts of reaction subgroups in the cell-free network. A. Difference in
the CAT productivity in the presence of reaction knockouts compared with no knockouts for
experimentally constrained CAT production. B. Difference in the optimal flux distribution in the
presence of reaction knockouts compared with no knockouts for experimentally constrained CAT
production. The difference between perturbed and wild-type productivity and flux distributions
was quantified by the l 2 norm, and then normalized so the maximum change was 1.0. Red boxes
indicate potential alternative optimal flux distributions.

glycolysis/gluconeogenesis or oxidative phosphorylation pathways resulted in no
CAT production. The absence of CAT production when oxidative phosphorylation
was knocked out in the experimentally constrained case confirmed that oxidative
phosphorylation was present in the CFPS cell-extract. Likewise, there were pathway
knockouts that had no effect on productivity or the metabolic flux distribution, such
as removal of isoleucine, leucine, histidine and valine biosynthesis. Globally, the
constraint-based simulation reached the same optimal CAT productivity for 40% of
the pairwise knockouts, while 92% of these solutions had different flux distributions
compared with the wild-type. For example, one of the features of the predicted
optimal metabolic flux distribution was a high flux through the Entner-Douodoroff
(ED) pathway. Removal of the ED pathway had no effect on the CAT productivity
compared to the absence of knockouts (Fig. 2.7A). Pairwise knockouts of the ED
pathway and other subgroups (i.e. pentose phosphate pathway, cofactors, folate
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metabolism, etc.) also resulted in the same optimal CAT productivity. However,
there was a difference in the flux distribution with these knockouts (Fig. 2.7B);
thus, alternative optimal metabolic flux distributions exist for CAT production,
despite experimental constraints. In addition, knockouts of amino acid biosynthesis
reactions had no effect on the productivity with the exception of alanine, aspartate,
asparagine, glutamate and glutamine biosynthesis reactions, since amino acids
were available in the media. Ultimately, to determine the metabolic flux distribution
occurring in CFPS, we need to add additional constraints to the flux estimation
calculation. For example, thermodynamic feasibility constraints may result in
a better depiction of the flux distribution [106, 107], and

13 C

labeling in CFPS

could provide significant insight. However, while 13 C labeling techniques are well
established for in vivo processes [120], application of these techniques to CFPS
remains an active area of research.

2.3.6

Summary and conclusions

In this study, we developed a sequence specific constraint-based modeling approach
to predict the performance of cell-free protein synthesis reactions. First principle
predictions of the cell-free production of CAT and deGFP were in agreement with
experimental measurements for two different promoters. While we considered only
the P70a and T7 promoters here, we are expanding our library of possible promoters.
These promoter models, in combination with the cell-free constraint-based approach,
could enable the de novo design of circuits for optimal functionality and performance.
We also developed effective correlation models for the productivity and energy
efficiency as a function of protein size that could be used to quickly prototype CFPS
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reactions. Further, global sensitivity analysis identified the key metabolic processes
that controlled CFPS performance; oxidative phosphorylation was vital to energy
efficiency, while the translation rate was the most important for productivity. While
this first study was promising, there are several issues to consider in future work.
First, a more detailed description of transcription and translation reactions has been
utilized in genome scale ME models e.g., O’Brien et al [65]. These template reactions
could be adapted to a cell-free system. This would allow us to consider important
facets of protein production, such as the role of chaperones in protein folding. We
would also like to include post-translation modifications such as glycosylation that
are important for the production of therapeutic proteins in the next generation of
models. In conclusion, we modeled the cell-free production of a single protein in
this study, but sequence specific constraint-based modeling could be extended to
multi-protein synthetic circuits, RNA circuits or small molecule production.

2.4

Materials and Methods

2.4.1

Glucose/NMP cell-free protein synthesis.

The protein synthesis reaction was conducted using the PANOxSP protocol with
slight modifications from that described previously [18]. The glucose/NMP cell-free
protein synthesis reaction was performed using the S30 extract in 1.5-mL Eppendorf
tubes (working volume of 15 µL) and incubated in a humidified incubator at 37
◦ C.

The S30 extract was prepared from E. coli strain KC6 (A19 ∆tonA ∆tnaA ∆speA

∆endA ∆sdaA ∆sdaB ∆gshA met+). This K12-derivative has several gene deletions
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to stabilize amino acid concentrations during the cell-free reaction. The KC6 strain
was grown to approximately 3.0 OD595 in a 10-L fermenter (B. Braun, Allentown
PA) on defined media with glucose as the carbon source and with the addition of 13
amino acids (alanine, arginine, cysteine, serine, aspartate, glutamate, and glutamine
were excluded) [121]. Crude S30 extract was prepared as described previously
[122]. Plasmid pK7CAT was used as the DNA template for chloramphenical acetyl
transferase (CAT) expression by placing the cat gene between the T7 promoter and
the T7 terminator [123]. The plasmid was isolated and purified using a Plasmid
Maxi Kit (Qiagen, Valencia CA).
All reagents were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO), unless otherwise
noted. The initial mixture included 1.2 mM ATP; 0.85 mM each of GTP, UTP, and
CTP; 30 mM phosphoenolpyruvate (Roche, Indianapolis IN); 130 mM potassium
glutamate; 10 mM ammonium glutamate; 16 mM magnesium glutamate; 50 mM
HEPES-KOH buffer (pH 7.5); 1.5 mM spermidine; 1.0 mM putrescine; 34 µg/mL
folinic acid; 170.6 µg/mL E. coli tRNA mixture (Roche, Indianapolis IN); 13.3
µg/mL pK7CAT plasmid; 100 µg/mL T7 RNA polymerase; 20 unlabeled amino
acids at 2-3 mM each; 5 µM l-[U-14 C]-leucine (Amersham Pharmacia, Uppsala
Sweden); 0.33 mM nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD); 0.26 mM coenzyme
A (CoA); 2.7 mM sodium oxalate; and 0.24 volumes of E. coli S30 extract. This
reaction was modified for the energy source used such that glucose reactions have
30-40 mM glucose in place of PEP. Sodium oxalate was not added since it has a
detrimental effect on protein synthesis and ATP concentrations when using glucose
or other early glycolytic intermediate energy sources [124]. The HEPES buffer
(pKa ∼ 7.5) was replaced with Bis-Tris (pKa ∼ 6.5). In addition, the magnesium
glutamate concentration was reduced to 8 mM for the glucose reaction since a lower
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magnesium optimum was found when using a nonphosphorylated energy source
[18]. Finally, 10 mM phosphate was added in the form of potassium phosphate
dibasic adjusted to pH 7.2 with acetic acid.

2.4.2

Protein product and metabolite measurements.

Cell-free reaction samples were quenched at specific timepoints with equal volumes of ice-cold 150 mM sulfuric acid to precipitate proteins. Protein synthesis
of CAT was determined from the total amount of 14 C-leucine-labeled product by
trichloroacetic acid precipitation followed by scintillation counting as described
previously [114]. Samples were centrifuged for 10 min at 12,000g and 4◦ C. The
supernatant was collected for high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
analysis. HPLC analysis (Agilent 1100 HPLC, Palo Alto CA) was used to separate
nucleotides and organic acids, including glucose. Compounds were identified and
quantified by comparison to known standards for retention time and UV absorbance
(260 nm for nucleotides and 210 nm for organic acids) as described previously [114].
The standard compounds quantified with a refractive index detector included inorganic phosphate, glucose, and acetate. Pyruvate, malate, succinate, and lactate were
quantified with the UV detector. The stability of the amino acids in the cell extract
was determined using a Dionex Amino Acid Analysis (AAA) HPLC System (Sunnyvale, CA) that separates amino acids by gradient anion exchange (AminoPac PA10
column). Compounds were identified with pulsed amperometric electrochemical
detection and by comparison to known standards.
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2.4.3

Formulation and solution of the model equations.

The sequence specific flux balance analysis problem was formulated as a linear
program:


max wX = θT w
w

Subject to : Sw = 0

L i ≤ wi ≤ U i

(2.1)

i = 1, 2, . . . , R

where S denotes the stoichiometric matrix (M × R), w denotes the unknown flux
vector (R × 1), θ denotes the objective vector (R × 1) and Li and Ui denote the
lower and upper bounds on flux wi , respectively (both R × 1 column vectors).
Unless otherwise specified, Li = 0 and Ui = 100 mM/hr. The transcription (T) and
translation (X) stoichiometry was modeled using the template reactions of Allen
and Palsson [63] (Table 2.2). The objective of the cell free flux balance calculation
was to maximize the rate of protein translation, wX . The total glucose uptake rate
was bounded by [0,40 mM/h] according to experimental data, while the amino
acid uptake rates were bounded by [0,30 mM/h], but did not reach the maximum
flux. Gene and protein sequences were taken from literature and are available in
the Supporting Information. The sequence specific flux balance linear program
was solved using the GNU Linear Programming Kit (GLPK) v4.55 [125]. For all
cases, amino acid degradation reactions were blocked as these enzymes were likely
inactivated during the cell-free extract preparation [114, 105]. In the absence of
de novo amino acid synthesis, all amino acid synthesis reactions were set to 0 mM/h.
In the experimentally constrained simulations, E. coli was grown in the presence
of 13 amino acids (alanine, arginine, cysteine, serine, aspartate, glutamate, and
glutamine were excluded) [121], thus the synthesis reactions responsible for those
13 amino acids were set to 0 mM/h. Lastly, reactions that were knocked out in the
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Table 2.2: Transcription and translation template reactions for protein production. The symbol GP
denotes the gene encoding protein product P , R T denotes the concentration of RNA polymerase,
∗ denotes the gene bounded by the RNA polymerase (open complex), η and α denote the stoiGP
i
j
chiometric coefficients for nucleotide and amino acid, respectively, Pi denotes inorganic phosphate,
R X denotes the ribosome concentration, R∗X denotes bound ribosome, and AA j denotes jth amino
acid.
Description

Template reaction

Transcription initiation
Transcription (wT )

GP + R T
∗ +
GP
∑ ηk · ({k} TP + H2O)

−→ GP∗
−→ mRN A + GP + R T + ∑ ηk · PPi

mRNA degradation

mRN A

−→

Translation initiation

−→

tRNA charging

mRN A + R X


α j · AA j + tRN A + ATP + H2O

Translation (wX )

R∗X

k∈{ A,C,G,U }

∑ ηk · {k} MP

k∈{ A,C,G,U }

k∈{ A,C,G,U }
R∗X


−→ α j · AA j -tRN A j + AMP + PPi



j = 1, 2, . . . , 20


+ ∑ α j · AA j -tRN A j + 2GTP + 2H2O



j∈{ AA}

−→ P + R X + mRN A


+ ∑ α j · tRN A + 2GDP + 2Pi
j∈{ AA}

host strain used to prepare the extract were removed from the network (∆speA,
∆tnaA, ∆sdaA, ∆sdaB, ∆gshA, ∆tonA, ∆endA).
The bounds on the transcription rate (L T = wT = U T ) were modeled as:
wT =

VTmax



GP
KT + GP


(2.2)

where GP denotes the concentration of the gene encoding the protein of interest,
and KT denotes a transcription saturation coefficient. The maximum transcription
rate VTmax was formulated as:
VTmax





≡ RT

v̇ T
lG




u (κ )

(2.3)

where R T denotes the RNA polymerase concentration (nM), v̇ T denotes the RNA
polymerase elongation rate (nt/h), lG denotes the gene length (nt). The term u (κ )
(dimensionless, 0 ≤ u (κ ) ≤ 1) is an effective model of promoter activity, where κ
denotes promoter specific parameters. The general form for the promoter models
was taken from Moon et al. [110]; which was based on earlier studies from Bintu
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and coworkers [126], and similar to the genetically structured modeling approach
of Lee and Bailey [127]. In this study, we considered two promoters: T7 and P70a.
The promoter function for T7, u T7 , was given by:
u T7 =

KT7
1 + KT7

(2.4)

where KT7 denotes a T7 RNA polymerase binding constant. The P70a promoter
function u P70a (which was used for all other proteins) was formulated as:
u P70a =

K1 + K2 f σ70
1 + K1 + K2 f σ70

(2.5)

where K1 denotes the weight of RNA polymerase binding alone, K2 denotes the
weight of RNAP-σ70 bound to the promoter, and f p70 denotes the fraction of the σ70
transcription factor bound to RNAP, modeled as a Hill function:
f σ70 =

n
σ70
n + σn
KD
70

(2.6)

where σ70 denotes the sigma-factor 70 concentration, K D denotes the dissociation
constant, and n denotes a cooperativity coefficient. The values for all promoter
parameters are given in Table 2.1.
The translation rate (wX ) was bounded by:


mRN A
max
0 ≤ wX ≤ VX
KX + mRN A

(2.7)

where mRNA∗ denotes the steady state mRNA abundance and KX denotes a translation saturation constant. The maximum translation rate VXmax was formulated
as:
VXmax





≡ KP RX

v̇ X
lP


(2.8)

The term K P denotes the polysome amplification constant, v̇ X denotes the ribosome
elongation rate (amino acids per hour), and l P denotes the number of amino acids
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in the protein of interest. The mRNA abundance mRNA was estimated as:
mRN At+∆t = mRN At + (wT − mRN At λ)∆t

(2.9)

where λ denotes the mRNA degradation rate (h−1 ). All translation parameters are
given in Table 2.1.

2.4.4

Calculation of energy efficiency.

Energy efficiency (E ) was calculated as the ratio of transcription and translation
(weighted by the appropriate energy species coefficients) to ATP generation:

E =

wT · αT + wX · αX

∑

σjATP w̄ j

(2.10)

j∈ R ATP

α T = 2 · (ATPT + CTPT + GTPT + UTPT )

(2.11)

α X = 2 · ATPX + GTPX

(2.12)

where α T denotes the energy cost of transcription, α X denotes the energy cost of
translation, R ATP denotes the set of ATP-producing reactions, and σjATP denotes
the ATP coefficient for reaction j. ATPT , CTPT , GTPT , and UTPT denote the stoichiometric coefficients of each energy species for the transcription of the protein of
interest, ATPX and GTPX denote the stoichiometric coefficients of ATP and GTP for
the translation of the protein of interest. During transcription and tRNA charging,
triphosphate molecules are consumed with monophosphates as byproducts; this is
the reason for the factors of 2 on ATPT , CTPT , GTPT , UTPT , and ATPX
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2.4.5

Quantification of uncertainty.

Experimental factors taken from literature, for example macromolecular concentrations or elongation rates, are uncertain. To quantify the influence of this uncertainty
on model performance, we randomly sampled the expected physiological ranges
for these parameters as determined from literature. An ensemble of flux distributions was calculated for the three different cases we considered: control (with
amino acid synthesis and uptake), amino acid uptake without synthesis, and amino
acid synthesis without uptake. The flux ensemble was calculated by randomly
sampling the maximum glucose consumption rate within a range of 0 to 30 mM/h
(determined from experimental data) and randomly sampling RNA polymerase
levels, ribosome levels, and elongation rates in a physiological range determined
from literature. P70 RNA polymerase levels were sampled between 60 and 80 nM,
T70 RNA polymerase levels were sampled between 990 and 1010 nM, ribosome
levels between 1.2 and 1.8 µM, the RNA polymerase elongation rate between 20
and 30 nt/s, and the ribosome elongation rate between 1.5 and 3 aa/s [112, 105]. We
generated uniform random samples between an upper (u) and lower (l) parameter
bound of the form:
p∗ = l + (u − l ) × U (0, 1)

2.4.6

(2.13)

Global sensitivity analysis.

We conducted a global sensitivity analysis using the variance-based method of Sobol
to estimate which parameters controlled the performance of the cell-free protein
synthesis reaction [128]. We computed the total sensitivity index of each parameter
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relative to two performance objectives: productivity of the protein of interest and
energy efficiency. We established the sampling bounds for each parameter from
literature. We used the sampling method of Saltelli et al. [129] to compute a family
of N (2d + 2) parameter sets which obeyed our parameter ranges, where N was a
parameter proportional to the desired number of model evaluations and d was the
number of parameters in the model. In our case, N = 1000 and d = 7, so the total
sensitivity indices were computed from 16,000 model evaluations. The variancebased sensitivity analysis was conducted using the SALib module encoded in the
Python programming language [130].

2.4.7

Potential alternative optimal metabolic flux solutions.

We identified potential alternative optimal flux distributions by performing single
and pairwise reaction group knockout simulations. Reaction group knockouts were
simulated by setting the flux bounds for all the reactions involved in a group to
zero and then maximizing the translation rate. We grouped reactions in the cell-free
network into 19 subgroups (available in Supporting Information). We computed the
difference (l 2 -norm) for CAT productivity in the presence and absence of pairwise
reaction knockouts. Simultaneously, we computed the difference in the flux distribution (l 2 -norm) for each pairwise reaction knockout compared to the flux distribution
with no knockouts. Those solutions with the same or similar productivity but large
changes in the metabolic flux distribution represent alternative optimal solutions.
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CHAPTER 3
TOWARD A GENOME SCALE SEQUENCE SPECIFIC DYNAMIC MODEL
OF CELL-FREE PROTEIN SYNTHESIS IN ESCHERICHIA COLI

3.1
1

Abstract

In this study, we developed a dynamic mathematical model of E. coli cell-free

protein synthesis (CFPS). Model parameters were estimated from a dataset consisting of glucose, organic acids, energy species, amino acids, and protein product,
chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT) measurements. The model was successfully trained to simulate these measurements, especially those of the central carbon
metabolism. We then used the trained model to evaluate the performance, e.g., the
yield and rates of protein production. CAT was produced with an energy efficiency
of 12%, suggesting that the process could be further optimized. Reaction group
knockouts showed that protein productivity was most sensitive to the oxidative
phosphorylation and glycolysis/gluconeogenesis pathways. Amino acid biosynthesis was also important for productivity, while overflow metabolism and TCA cycle
affected the overall system state. In addition, translation was more important to
productivity than transcription. Finally, CAT production was robust to allosteric
control, as were most of the predicted metabolite concentrations; the exceptions to
this were the concentrations of succinate and malate, and to a lesser extent pyruvate
and acetate, which varied from the measured values when allosteric control was
removed. This study is the first to use kinetic modeling to predict dynamic protein
1 The

following work has been accepted at Metabolic Engineering Communications: Horvath N,
Vilkhovoy M, Wayman JA, Calhoun K, Swartz J, and Varner JD, "Toward a Genome Scale Sequence
Specific Dynamic Model of Cell-Free Protein Synthesis in Escherichia coli".
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production in a cell-free E. coli system, and could provide a foundation for genome
scale, dynamic modeling of cell-free E. coli protein synthesis.

3.2

Introduction

Cell-free protein expression is a widely used tool in systems and synthetic biology,
and a promising technology for personalized point of use biotechnology [3]. Cellfree systems offer many advantages for the study, manipulation and modeling of
metabolism compared to in vivo processes. Central amongst these advantages is
direct access to metabolites and the biosynthetic machinery without the interference of a cell wall, or the complications associated with cell growth. Thus, we can
interrogate (and potentially manipulate) the chemical microenvironment while the
biosynthetic machinery is operating, possibly at a fine time resolution. Cell-free
protein synthesis (CFPS) is arguably the most prominent example of a cell-free
system used today [4]. However, CFPS is not new; CFPS in crude E. coli extracts
has been used since the 1960s to explore fundamental biological mechanisms. For
example, Matthaei and Nirenberg used E. coli cell-free extracts in ground-breaking
experiments to decipher the sequencing of the genetic code [100, 101]. Spirin and
coworkers later improved protein production in cell-free extracts by continuously
exchanging reactants and products; however, while these extracts could run for
tens of hours, they could only synthesize a single product and were energy limited
[16]. More recently, energy and cofactor regeneration in CFPS has been significantly
improved; for example, ATP can be regenerated using substrate-level phosphorylation [17] or even oxidative phosphorylation [4]. While it was once debated whether
oxidative phosphorylation occurred in cell-free systems, Jewett and coworkers
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demonstrated its existence definitively in the Cytomim system by inhibiting it
using electron transport chain and F1FO-ATPase inhibitors, as well as membrane
gradient uncouplers, and observing a significantly lower protein yield [4]. They
hypothesized respiration to be occurring in inverted membrane vesicles created
during cell lysis. Today, cell-free systems are used in a variety of applications
ranging from therapeutic protein production [22] to synthetic biology [104, 109, 3].
Moreover, there are also several CFPS technology platforms, such as the PANOx-SP
and Cytomim platforms developed by Swartz and coworkers [18, 4], the TXTL
platform of Noireaux [105] or the PURE system developed by Shimizu et al. [131].
However, for point of use cell-free manufacturing to become a mainstream technology, we must first understand the system performance, and eventually optimize
important metrics such as yield and productivity. A critical tool towards this goal
is mathematical modeling. We previously developed a constraint-based model of
CFPS which integrated the expression of the protein product with the supply of
metabolic precursors and energy [132].
Dynamic mathematical modeling has long contributed to our understanding of
metabolism [27]. Decades before the genomics revolution, mechanistically structured metabolic models arose from the desire to predict microbial phenotypes
resulting from changes in intracellular or extracellular states [29]. The single cell
E. coli models of Shuler and coworkers pioneered the construction of large-scale,
dynamic metabolic models that incorporated multiple regulated catabolic and anabolic pathways constrained by experimentally determined kinetic parameters
[30]. Shuler and coworkers generated many single cell kinetic models, including
single cell models of eukaryotes [33, 34], minimal cell architectures [31], and DNA
sequence based whole-cell models of E. coli [32]. More recent studies have ex-
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tended the approach, from integrating disparate models of cellular processes in
M. genitalium [37], to describing dozens of mutant strains in E. coli with a single
partially kinetic model [38], to identifying industrially useful target enzymes in
E. coli for improved 1,4-butanediol production [39]. Taken together, mathematical
modeling of metabolism has proven useful for applications across systems biology.
However, dynamic metabolic model development is often time consuming, and
model identification and validation requires significant experimental information.
Parameter identification is a challenge to the development of predictive dynamic
metabolic models. Sethna identified parameter sloppiness as a common feature of
systems biology models; the eigenvalues of the network sensitivity were distributed
across wide ranges, and were not generally aligned with single parameters [46, 47].
This leads to parameter values being unknown despite comprehensive metabolite
information. Furthermore, if direct parameter measurements were attempted, they
had to be precise and exhaustive to yield reliable model predictions. Surprisingly,
despite this, models often still accurately predict multiple phenotypes via collective
parameter fitting. Liao and coworkers constructed an ensemble of models across
a wide range of kinetic parameters that satisfied thermodynamic constraints and
steady state flux distributions, and selected from within the ensemble those models
that described enzyme overexpression datasets [48]. In this way, specific parameter
identification was bypassed, and multiple relevant phenotypes could be described.
Meanwhile, Hatzimanikatis and coworkers employed machine learning to simplify
the parameter estimation problem [49]. They segregated the feasible-solution parameter space into N-dimensional boxes, via a binary decision tree which determined
the values of parameters. This subsequently allowed for uniform, non-asymptotic
sampling within the subregions; a convenient byproduct of this approach was a
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simple estimation of the volume of the solution space. Taken together, large-scale,
descriptive models of prokaryotic metabolism can be constructed and trained to
predict diverse biological behaviors with uncertain parameter information.
In this study, we developed an ensemble of kinetic cell-free protein synthesis
(CFPS) models using dynamic metabolite measurements from an early glucose
powered Cytomim E. coli cell-free extract. While cell-free technology has evolved
considerably since this data set was generated, developing a model using a previous
generation CFPS platform offers several unique opportunities. First and foremost,
is the ability to directly compare the different improvements established by purely
experimental means, to those estimated using a dynamic mathematical model.
The CFPS model equations were formulated using the hybrid cell-free modeling
framework of Wayman and coworkers [133], which integrates traditional kinetic
modeling with a logical rule-based description of allosteric regulation. Model
parameters were estimated from measurements of glucose, organic acids, energy
species, amino acids, and the protein product, chloramphenicol acetyltransferase
(CAT) over the course of a three hour protein synthesis reaction. A constrained
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach was used to minimize the squared
difference between model simulations and experimental measurements, where
a plausible range for each kinetic parameter was established from BioNumbers
[134]. The ensemble of parameter sets described the training data with a median
cost greater than two orders of magnitude smaller than a population of random
parameter sets constructed using the same literature parameter constraints. We
then used the ensemble of kinetic models to analyze the performance of the CFPS
system, and to estimate the pathways most important to protein production. We
calculated that CAT was produced with an energy efficiency of 12%, suggesting
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that much of the energy resources for protein synthesis were diverted to nonproductive pathways. By simulating the knockout of metabolic enzyme groups
(this was not actually done experimentally), we showed that metabolism and protein
production in particular depended upon oxidative phosphorylation and glycolysis/
gluconeogenesis. In addition, translation was more important to productivity than
transcription. Lastly, CAT production was robust to allosteric control, as was most
of the network, with the exception of the organic acid trajectories in central carbon
metabolism. Taken together, this study provides a foundation for sequence specific
genome scale, dynamic modeling of cell-free E. coli protein synthesis.

3.3

Results

The cell-free E. coli metabolic network was constructed by removing growthassociated reactions from the iAF1260 reconstruction of K-12 MG1655 E. coli [59],
and by adding reactions describing chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT) biosynthesis (Fig. 3.1). In addition, reactions that were knocked out in the host strain used
to prepare the extract were removed from the network (∆speA, ∆tnaA, ∆sdaA,
∆sdaB, ∆gshA, ∆tonA, ∆endA). Lastly, we added transcription and translation
processes for the synthesis of the CAT protein. These processes were based on
the transcription and translation template reactions from the earlier work done
of Allen and Palsson [63] and more recently Vilkhovoy et al. [132]. The metabolic
network, which contained 148 metabolites and 204 reactions, is available in the
supplemental materials. Model equations followed the hybrid modeling framework
of Wayman and coworkers [133], combining multiple saturation kinetics with a
rule-based model of allostery. An ensemble of 100 model parameter sets was esti48
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the core portion of the cell-free E. coli metabolic network. Metabolites
of glycolysis, pentose phosphate pathway, Entner-Doudoroff pathway, and TCA cycle are shown.
Metabolites of oxidative phosphorylation, amino acid biosynthesis and degradation, transcription/
translation, chorismate metabolism, and energy metabolism are not shown.
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mated from measurements of glucose, CAT, organic acids, energy species, and 18 of
the 20 proteinogenic amino acids [132] using a constrained Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) approach. The organic acids measured included pyruvate, lactate,
acetate, succinate, and malate. The energy species included three phosphorylation
states each of the four ribonucleosides: ATP, ADP, AMP, GTP, GDP, GMP, CTP,
CDP, CMP, UTP, UDP, and UMP. Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD(H))
and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADP(H)), while present in
the model, were not measured in the dataset. The model equations and parameter
sets, as well as the experimental dataset, are available under an MIT open source
software license from the Varnerlab website [111].
The MCMC algorithm minimized the squared difference (residual) between
the training data and model simulations starting from an initial parameter set
assembled from literature and inspection. Bounds on permissible parameter values
were established using studies from the BioNumbers database [134]. For each
newly generated parameter set, the balance equations were re-solved and the cost
function re-calculated; all sets with a lower cost (and some with higher cost) were
accepted into the ensemble. Parameter sets were also required to meet strict ordinary
differential equation solver tolerances, to ensure numerical stability. Approximately
3,000 parameter sets were accepted into an initial ensemble; each set contained
204 maximum reaction rates, 204 enzyme activity decay constants, 548 saturation
constants, and 34 control parameters, for a total of 815 parameters in each set. Of
these 3,000 accepted parameter sets, we selected a final ensemble of 100 sets (based
upon training error) for the model analysis studies. The final ensemble (despite
being close in overall error) had a mean Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.78; this
suggested parameter sets were not over-sampled in the region of a local minimum.
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Saturation constants (mM)
Figure 3.2: Histograms of model parameters, across the ensemble of 100 sets. A. Histogram of rate
maxima. B. Histogram of saturation constants.

The median maximum reaction rate (Vmax ) across the ensemble was 11.6 mM/h,
assuming a total cell-free enzyme concentration of approximately 170 nM. This
Vmax , which corresponded to a median catalytic rate of 19 s-1 across the ensemble,
was in relative agreement with the 13.7 s-1 median catalytic rate found by Milo
and coworkers [135]. The median enzyme activity decay constant was 0.0045 h-1 ,
corresponding to an enzyme activity half life of approximately 6 days. The median
saturation constant was 1.0 mM; this was within one order of magnitude of the
130 µM reported by Milo and coworkers. Lastly, both the median control gain
and order parameters, which appeared in the allosteric control functions, were
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Control
No Control
Figure 3.3: Central carbon metabolism in the presence (top) and absence (bottom) of allosteric control,
including glucose (substrate), CAT (product), and intermediates, as well as total concentration of
energy species. Best-fit parameter set (orange line) versus experimental data (points). 95% confidence
interval (blue or gray shaded region) over the ensemble of 100 sets.

on order 1. While the maximum reaction rates of the ensemble were distributed
evenly across the allowed range (Fig. 3.2A), the saturation constants were clustered
around the upper and lower bounds (Fig. 3.2B) of the parameter search. Taken
together, the constrained MCMC approach estimated a numerically stable ensemble
of model parameters that was on aggregate consistent with literature values. Next,
we examined the model fit to the experimental training data.
The ensemble of kinetic CFPS models captured the time evolution of protein
biosynthesis, and the consumption and production of organic acid, amino acid and
energy species. The time evolution of central carbon metabolites (Fig. 3.3, top),
amino acids (Fig. 3.4), and energy species (Fig. 3.5) were captured by the ensem52

Figure 3.4: Amino acids in the presence of allosteric control. Best-fit parameter set (orange line)
versus experimental data (points). 95% confidence interval (blue shaded region) over the ensemble
of 100 sets.

ble and the best-fit parameter set. The constrained MCMC approach estimated
parameter sets with a median error more than two orders of magnitude less than
random parameter sets generated within the same parameter bounds established
from literature (Fig. 3.6). For 29 of the 37 measurements in the training dataset,
the mean Akaike information criterion (AIC) of the predicted ensemble was lower
than that of the random sets, signifying a better fit of the data (Table 3.1). For the
remaining eight measurements, the AIC score of the random ensemble was lower
than that of the predicted ensemble, but the difference was within the standard deviRand = 4.8, µ Rand − µ Ens =
ation of the AIC score (with the exception of isoleucine: σAIC
AIC
AIC
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Figure 3.5: Energy species and energy totals by base in the presence of allosteric control. Best-fit
parameter set (orange line) versus experimental data (points). 95% confidence interval (blue shaded
region) over the ensemble of 100 sets.

−5.0). Taken together, these results suggested that the predicted ensemble modeled
cell-free metabolism and protein production, significantly better than the random
ensemble, not just overall but for the majority of individual metabolite and protein
measurements. Next, we analyzed the important features of the cell-free protein
synthesis timecourse.
The predicted ensemble of models captured the biphasic time course of CAT
production. During the first hour, glucose powered protein production, and CAT
was produced at 8 µM/h; subsequently, pyruvate and lactate reserves were consumed to power metabolism, and CAT was produced at 5 µM/h. Allosteric control
was important to central carbon metabolism, especially for pyruvate, acetate, and
succinate (Fig. 3.3, bottom). However, CAT production was robust to the removal of
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Table 3.1: Mean and standard deviation of Akaike information criterion (AIC), by measurement, for
the ensemble and random ensemble.

Measurement

µ Ens
AIC

Ens
σAIC

µ Rand
AIC

Rand
σAIC

Ens
µ Rand
AIC − µ AIC

GLC
CAT
PYR
LAC
AC
SUCC
MAL
ATP
ADP
AMP
GTP
GDP
GMP
CTP
CDP
CMP
UTP
UDP
UMP
ALA
ASN
ASP
CYS
GLN
GLY
HIS
ILE
LEU
LYS
MET
PHE
PRO
SER
THR
TRP
TYR
VAL

65.4
-23.0
64.8
70.7
79.4
59.6
60.8
51.1
39.8
32.9
53.4
45.7
46.5
44.9
38.8
32.1
55.6
28.2
35.3
66.4
53.7
65.9
60.5
54.3
47.2
46.3
53.3
41.5
68.4
55.9
43.4
54.4
65.9
28.2
31.2
39.3
51.3

2.1
10.5
10.3
4.5
6.0
3.4
4.1
3.3
3.7
1.5
1.6
2.9
4.2
2.6
1.6
4.0
5.2
4.6
3.3
4.4
1.5
2.5
3.1
5.6
12.7
6.2
3.8
6.5
2.0
1.0
5.9
2.8
4.1
5.5
5.7
2.0
3.1

103.9
-5.2
84.7
88.9
96
55.5
71.6
69.1
53.2
75.1
68.2
43.6
46.1
58.5
50.7
51.9
53
51.9
72.3
100.5
67.6
79.5
74
84.7
75.5
43.2
48.4
52.5
73.9
57.4
57.7
47.9
81.4
63.2
79.9
36.7
55.5

0.6
<0.1
0.7
<0.1
2.1
4.1
6.3
<0.1
4.7
5.7
<0.1
9.5
12.5
<0.1
8.2
9.1
<0.1
11.5
7.3
1.1
3.8
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
11.7
3.2
4.8
4.6
0.2
4
8.3
6.7
<0.1
14.9
1.4
5.4
4.6

38.5
17.8
19.9
18.2
16.6
-4.1
10.8
18.0
13.4
42.2
14.8
-2.1
-0.4
13.7
11.8
19.8
-2.7
23.6
36.9
34.1
13.8
13.6
13.5
30.4
28.3
-3.2
-5.0
10.9
5.5
1.5
14.3
-6.5
15.6
35.0
48.6
-2.6
4.1
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log(cost function)

Training

Random

Measured species
Figure 3.6: Log of cost function (residual between training data and model simulations) across 37
datasets for data-trained ensemble (blue) and randomly generated ensemble (red, gray background).
Median (bars), interquartile range (boxes), range excluding outliers (thin lines), and outliers (circles)
for each dataset. Median across all datasets (large bar overlaid).

allosteric control. The difference between the allosteric control and no-control cases
was mostly seen in the second (pyruvate-driven) phase of CAT production, following glucose exhaustion. Specifically, pyruvate, succinate, and malate consumption
and acetate accumulation increased with the removal of allosteric control. The rate
of acetate accumulation increased by 172%, while the rates of malate, pyruvate, and
lactate consumption increased by 146%, 82%, and 9%, respectively. Succinate went
from accumulating slightly in the second phase, in the presence of allosteric control,
to being fully consumed. While ATP generation varied when allosteric control was
removed, ATP expenditure toward CAT production did not. Most of the fluxes that
differed between the two cases involved PEP and pyruvate, which directly participated in many of the reactions modulated by allosteric control. Taken together,
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Figure 3.7: Effect of group knockouts on system. A. Change in CAT productivity when one (diagonal)
or two (off-diagonal) reaction groups are turned off. B. Change in system state (only species for
which data exist) when one (diagonal) or two (off-diagonal) reaction groups are turned off. Totalorder effect for each group calculated as the sum of first-order effect and all pairwise effects. Larger
and darker circles represent greater effects.
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the ensemble of kinetic models was consistent with time series measurements of
the cell-free production of a model protein. Although the ensemble described the
experimental data, it was unclear which kinetic parameters and pathways most influenced metabolism and CAT production. To explore this question, we performed
reaction group knockout analysis.
The importance of CFPS pathways was estimated using pathway group knockout analysis (Fig. 3.7). The metabolic network was divided into 19 reaction groups,
spanning central carbon metabolism, energetics, and amino acid biosynthesis. The
response in the productivity (Fig. 3.7A) and overall system state (Fig. 3.7B) was
calculated for single and pairwise deletion of each of these reaction groups. Lastly,
the overall effect of the deletion of a pathway was estimated by summing the
single and pairwise effects (summation across the columns of the response array).
Glycolysis/gluconeogenesis and oxidative phosphorylation had the greatest effect
on both productivity and system state. This supports previous studies that have
suggested oxidative phosphorylation is occurring in a cell-free system [4]; Jewett
and coworkers observed a decrease in CAT yield, ranging from 1.5-fold to 4-fold,
when inhibiting oxidative phosphorylation reactions in the Cytomim cell-free platform, using both pyruvate and glutamate as substrates. CAT productivity was also
affected by two sectors of amino acid biosynthesis: alanine/aspartate/asparagine,
and glutamate/glutamine biosynthesis. Aspartate, glutamate, and glutamine are
key reactants in the biosynthesis of many other amino acids, all of which are required for CAT synthesis. Meanwhile, the TCA cycle and overflow metabolism
(which included acetyl-coA/acetate reactions and the interconversion of pyruvate
and lactate) also had a significant effect on the system state. These reactions directly impacted key system species: succinate and malate in the TCA cycle, and
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Figure 3.8: Key reaction fluxes of the network, in the first (gray boxes, top row) and second (gray
boxes, bottom row) phases of metabolism. A. Fluxes of ATP generation and consumption, and GTP
consumption toward protein synthesis. B. Fluxes of glycolysis and lactate and acetate metabolism.
Fluxes are normalized to the first-phase glucose uptake rate. For PEP and pyruvate, accumulation
(normalized to glucose uptake) is also shown.

acetate, pyruvate, and lactate in the overflow metabolism. In addition, the relative
influence of transcription and translation parameters was interrogated by global
sensitivity analysis [128]. Productivity was sensitive to the maximum reaction rate
of transcription (coefficient of 0.43 ± 0.06), but was more sensitive to variations in
the maximum reaction rate of translation (0.66 ± 0.08). Thus, translation appeared
to be the limiting step of cell-free protein synthesis.
The energy efficiency of CAT production, as well as the sources of energy
generation and consumption, were tracked for the best-fit set. Energy efficiency
was calculated as the ratio of transcription and translation rates (weighted by the
associated ATP costs of each step) to the amount of ATP generated by all sources.
During the first phase of protein production, with glucose as the substrate, CAT
was produced with a productivity of 8 µM/h and an energy efficiency of 10%. The
organic acids that accumulated in the first phase (with the exception of acetate)
were then utilized as substrates in the second phase, once glucose was depleted. We
assumed the second phase of CAT production was powered largely by pyruvate;
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Table 3.2: Breakdown of ATP generation. Flux through ATP-generating pathways in the first and
second phases as percentages of total ATP generation in that phase.

Name

Index

Reaction
13DPG + ADP →
3PG + ATP

Phase 1

Phase 2

R_pgk

12

14%

21%

R_pyk

18

ADP + PEP →
ATP + PYR

16%

<1%

R_sucCD

45

ADP + Pi + SUCCOA →
ATP + COA + SUCC

3%

5%

R_atp

55

ADP + Pi + 4 He →
ATP + 4 H + H2 O

54%

46%

R_ackA

68

ACTP + ADP →
AC + ATP

12%

28%

R_asn_deg

102

ASN + AMP + PPi →
NH3 + ASP + ATP

<1%

<1%

R_thr_deg3

109

THR + Pi + ADP →
NH3 + FOR + ATP + PROP

<1%

<1%

although malate was also consumed in the second phase, it accounted for only 11%
of substrate consumption. Lactate accounted for a significant amount of substrate
consumption, but was connected in the stoichiometry only to pyruvate. Thus,
we considered the second phase as pyruvate-driven production. Interestingly,
while this mode of protein production was slower (5 µM/h), it exhibited a higher
energy efficiency (14%). Of the ATP generated, about half was observed to come
from oxidative phosphorylation (R_atp) in each of the two phases of production
(Fig. 3.8A, Table 3.2). Another 30% was generated by glycolysis during the first
phase (R_pgk, R_pyk), which decreased to approximately 20% following glucose
exhaustion. However, glycolysis was also amongst the largest consumers of ATP
during first phase of production (R_glk_atp, R_pfk) (Table 3.3). The TCA cycle
(R_sucCD) contributed 3% to the overall rate of ATP generation in the first phase and
5% in the second. The hypothesis that pyruvate drives the second phase explains
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Table 3.3: Breakdown of ATP consumption. Flux through ATP-consuming pathways in the first and
second phases as percentages of total ATP consumption in that phase.

Name

Index

Reaction
ATP + GLC →
ADP + G6P + H

Phase 1

Phase 2

22%

<1%

24%

<1%

R_glk_atp

1

R_pfk

4

ATP + F6P →
ADP + FBP

R_pps

22

ATP + H2 O + PYR →
AMP + PEP + Pi

1%

1%

R_acs

70

AC + ATP + COA →
ACCOA + AMP + PPi

8%

19%

R_glnA

86

GLU + ATP + NH3 →
GLN + ADP + Pi

1%

2%

R_atp_amp

152

ATP + H2 O →
AMP + PPi

6%

13%

R_udp_utp

160

UDP + ATP →
UTP + ADP

3%

6%

R_cdp_ctp

161

CDP + ATP →
CTP + ADP

4%

8%

R_gdp_gtp

162

GDP + ATP →
GTP + ADP

3%

4%

R_atp_ump

163

ATP + UMP →
ADP + UDP

1%

3%

R_atp_cmp

164

ATP + CMP →
ADP + CDP

2%

3%

R_adk_atp

166

AMP + ATP →
2 ADP

18%

35%

2%

2%

4%

4%

tRNA
charging

185-204

AA + tRNA + ATP + H2 O →
AA·tRNA + AMP + PPi

Other
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this; stores of accumulated pyruvate can be converted to acetyl-CoA, as well as
OAA (via PEP), and thus power the TCA cycle just as when glucose was available.
Interestingly, ATP generation through acetate metabolism (R_ackA) increased from
12% in the first phase to 28% in the second. The switch from glycolysis in the first
phase, to consumption of organic acid reserves and increased acetate accumulation
in the second phase, can also be seen in the reaction fluxes surrounding PEP and
pyruvate (Fig. 3.8B). Lastly, amino acid degradation contributed a negligible amount
to energy production. Taken together, while the efficiency of production was higher
for the pyruvate-driven phase, it was still relatively low, suggesting that there is
room for platform optimization. This strengthens the importance of glycolysis
and oxidative phosphorylation, and presents a trade-off between productivity and
energy efficiency in CFPS.

3.4

Discussion

In this study, an ensemble of kinetic cell-free protein synthesis (CFPS) models
was developed using dynamic metabolite measurements from an early glucose
powered Cytomim E. coli cell-free extract. The hybrid cell-free modeling approach
of Wayman and coworkers, [133], which integrates traditional kinetic modeling
with a logic-based description of allosteric regulation, was employed to describe the
time evolution of the CFPS reaction. The ensemble captured dynamic metabolite
measurements over two orders of magnitude better than random parameter sets
generated in the same region of parameter space. The ensemble captured the
biphasic time course of CAT production, relying on glucose during the first hour
and pyruvate and lactate following glucose exhaustion. Allosteric control was
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essential to the description of the organic acid trajectories; without allosteric control,
pyruvate, lactate, succinate, and malate were predicted to be consumed more
quickly following glucose exhaustion, to power CAT synthesis. However, CAT
production was robust to the removal of allosteric control because the amino acids
and energy species that are reactants for CAT synthesis were also not affected by
allosteric control. The ensemble of kinetic models was then used to analyze the
performance of the CFPS system, and to estimate the pathways most important
to protein production. CAT was produced with an approximate aggregate energy
efficiency of 12%, suggesting that much of the energy resources for protein synthesis
were diverted to non-productive pathways. By knocking out metabolic enzymes
in groups, it was shown that metabolism and protein production in particular
depended upon oxidative phosphorylation and glycolysis /gluconeogenesis. Lastly,
global sensitivity analysis suggested that the translation rate was more important
to protein productivity than transcription. Taken together, this study provides a
foundation for sequence-specific genome scale, dynamic modeling of cell-free E. coli
protein synthesis that could be adapted to model the production of other proteins
and synthetic circuits.
The ensemble of models could serve as a surrogate to rationally design cellfree production processes to optimize production rate and energy efficiency. In
analyzing the effect of reaction groups on CAT production and the system state, the
regions of metabolism associated with substrate utilization and energy generation
were the most important. Oxidative phosphorylation was vital, since it provided
most of the energetic needs of CFPS. While it is unknown how active oxidative
phosphorylation is compared to that of in vivo systems, this study suggested it was
critical to CFPS performance. However, the biphasic operation of CFPS highlights
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the ability of the system to respond to an absence of glucose. During the first phase,
central carbon metabolites accumulated with the majority of flux going toward
acetate and some toward pyruvate, lactate, succinate and malate. While acetate
continued to accumulate as a byproduct, the other organic acids were consumed as
secondary substrates after glucose was no longer available. Glutamate also served
as a substrate throughout both phases, powering amino acid synthesis. These results
confirmed experimental findings that CAT production can be sustained by other
substrates in the absence of glucose, providing alternative strategies to optimize
CFPS performance. While CAT synthesis can be powered by other substrates, the
productivity was lower (5 µM/h, as opposed to 8 µM/h). This is in accordance
with literature, where pyruvate provided a relatively slow but continuous supply
of ATP [136]. Taken together, this shows CFPS can be designed towards a specified
application, either requiring a slow stable energy source or faster production.
Presented herein is the first dynamic model of E. coli cell-free protein synthesis.
A hybrid modeling framework was applied to describe an experimental dataset for
production of a model protein [132] and identified system limitations and areas of
improvement for production efficiency. Having captured the system dynamics, areas of improvement for CFPS performance were investigated. The model predicted
CAT production with an energy efficiency of 10% under glucose consumption and
14% under pyruvate consumption. The accumulation of glycolytic intermediates
and byproducts such as acetate and carbon dioxide was responsible for this suboptimal performance. If fluxes could be balanced such that intermediates were fully
utilized, CAT production would increase. Theoretical estimations of the energy efficiency of an in vivo system can be as high as 80%, as found by our group [132] and
others [137]. However, the corresponding experimental values are much lower; 16%
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in the case of our experimentally-constrained sequence-specific model [132]. Knocking out sections of network metabolism revealed that glycolysis/gluconeogenesis
and oxidative phosphorylation were the most important to CAT production and
the system as a whole. Productivity was also heavily dependent on the synthesis
reactions of alanine, aspartate, asparagine, glutamate, and glutamine, while TCA
cycle and overflow reactions affected the system state. These findings represent
the first dynamic model of E. coli cell-free protein synthesis, an important step
toward a functional genome scale description of cell-free systems. This work could
be extended through further experimentation to gain a deeper understanding of
system performance under a variety of conditions. Specifically, CAT production
performed in the absence of amino acids could inform the system’s ability to synthesize them, while experimentation in the absence of glucose or oxygen could shed
light on the importance of those substrates. Another extension of this study would
be to apply its insights to other protein applications. CAT is only a test protein
used for model identification; the modeling framework, and to some extent the
parameter values, should be protein agnostic. However, it should be noted that
the fully kinetic approach resulted in a model that was computationally expensive
to solve, difficult to characterize, and arduous to interrogate. Future applications
may benefit from alternate modeling strategies. For example, our group also employed a dynamic constraint-based approach to model CFPS [138]. This involved
constraining the problem to hundreds of different combinations of measurements,
and solving the model for each. That approach also captured the dynamics, and
allowed the question of which measurements might best characterize a system to be
explored. Approaching that question using the fully kinetic approach would have
been untenable. However, constraint-based approaches depend on the accuracy
of the measurements to which they are constrained. A kinetic approach can theo65

retically predict dynamics in the absence of data, if parameters are well identified.
Taken together, the dynamics of multiphasic metabolism and protein synthesis in
CFPS were accurately captured, and the importance of various pathways was interrogated toward improvement of production; however, other modeling approaches
have advantages that make them well suited for future endeavors.

3.5

3.5.1

Materials and Methods

Cell-free protein synthesis and measurement.

The protein synthesis reaction was conducted using a modified version of the
PANOxSP protocol [18]. Briefly, the protein synthesis reaction was performed
using the S30 extract in 1.5-mL Eppendorf tubes (working volume of 15 µL) and
incubated in a humidified incubator at 37 ◦ C. Plasmid pK7CAT was used as the
DNA template for chloramphenical acetyl transferase (CAT) expression by placing
the cat gene between the T7 promoter and the T7 terminator [123]. The plasmid
was isolated and purified using a Plasmid Maxi Kit (Qiagen, Valencia CA). Cellfree reaction samples were quenched at specific timepoints with equal volumes of
ice-cold 150 mM sulfuric acid to precipitate proteins. Protein synthesis of CAT was
determined from the total amount of 14 C-leucine-labeled product by trichloroacetic
acid precipitation followed by scintillation counting as described previously [114].
Samples were centrifuged for 10 min at 12,000g and 4◦ C. The supernatant was
collected for high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis. HPLC
analysis (Agilent 1100 HPLC, Palo Alto CA) was used to separate nucleotides
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and organic acids, including glucose. Compounds were identified and quantified
by comparison to known standards for retention time and UV absorbance (260
nm for nucleotides and 210 nm for organic acids) as described previously [114].
The standard compounds quantified with a refractive index detector included
inorganic phosphate, glucose, and acetate. Pyruvate, malate, succinate, and lactate
were quantified with the UV detector. The stability of the amino acids in the
cell extract was determined using a Dionex Amino Acid Analysis (AAA) HPLC
System (Sunnyvale, CA) that separates amino acids by gradient anion exchange
(AminoPac PA10 column). Compounds were identified with pulsed amperometric
electrochemical detection and by comparison to known standards. More details are
available in the Materials and Methods section of Vilkhovoy et al. [132].

3.5.2

Formulation and solution of the model equations.

Cell-free protein synthesis was modeled using ordinary differential equations
(ODEs) to estimate the time evolution of metabolite (xi ), scaled enzyme activity (ei ),
transcription (m) and translation (P ) in an E. coli cell-free metabolic network:
dxi
dt

R

=

∑ σij r j (x, e, k)

i = 1, 2, . . . , M

(3.1)

j =1

dei
= − λ i ei
i = 1, 2, . . . , E
dt
dm
= r̄ T u − r̄d
dt
dP
= r̄ X
dt

(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)

The quantity R denotes the number of metabolic reactions, M denotes the number
of metabolites and E denotes the number of metabolic enzymes in the model. The
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quantity r j (x, e, k) denotes the rate of reaction j. Typically, reaction j is a nonlinear function of metabolite and enzyme abundance, as well as unknown kinetic
parameters k (K × 1). The quantity σij denotes the stoichiometric coefficient for
species i in reaction j. If σij > 0, metabolite i is produced by reaction j. Conversely,
if σij < 0, metabolite i is consumed by reaction j, while σij = 0 indicates metabolite
i is not connected with reaction j. Lastly, λi denotes the scaled enzyme activity
decay constant. The system material balances were subject to the initial conditions
x (to ) = xo and e (to ) = 1 (initially we have 100% cell-free enzyme activity).
Metabolic reaction rates were written as the product of a kinetic term (r̄ j ) and a
control term (v j ), r j (x, k) = r̄ j v j . We used multiple saturation kinetics to model the
reaction term r̄ j :
r̄ j = Vjmax ei

xs

∏− K js + xs

(3.5)

s∈m j

where Vjmax denotes the maximum rate for reaction j, ei denotes the scaled enzyme
activity which catalyzes reaction j, K js denotes the saturation constant for species s
in reaction j, and m−
j denotes the set of reactants for reaction j.
The control term 0 ≤ v j ≤ 1 depended upon the combination of factors which
influenced rate process j. For each rate, we used a rule-based approach to select from
competing control factors. If rate j was influenced by 1, . . . , m factors, we modeled

this relationship as v j = I j f 1j (·) , . . . , f mj (·) where 0 ≤ f ij (·) ≤ 1 denotes a
transfer function quantifying the influence of factor i on rate j. The function I j (·)
is an integration rule which maps the output of regulatory transfer functions to
a control variable. We used Hill-like transfer functions and I j ∈ {mean} in this
study [133]. We included 17 allosteric regulation terms, taken from literature, in the
CFPS model. PEP was modeled as an inhibitor for phosphofructokinase [139, 140],
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PEP carboxykinase [139], PEP synthetase [139, 141], isocitrate dehydrogenase [139,
142], and isocitrate lyase/malate synthase [139, 142, 143], and as an activator for
fructose-biphosphatase [139, 144, 145, 146]. AKG was modeled as an inhibitor for
citrate synthase [139, 147, 148] and isocitrate lyase/malate synthase [139, 143]. 3PG
was modeled as an inhibitor for isocitrate lyase/malate synthase [139, 143]. FDP
was modeled as an activator for pyruvate kinase [139, 149] and PEP carboxylase
[139, 150]. Pyruvate was modeled as an inhibitor for pyruvate dehydrogenase
[139, 151, 152] and as an activator for lactate dehydrogenase [153]. Acetyl-CoA was
modeled as an inhibitor for malate dehydrogenase [139].
The symbol r̄ T denotes the transcription rate, u denotes a promoter specific
activation model, and r̄d denotes the transcript degradation rate. The transcription
rate was modeled as:
r̄ T =

k Tcat

· RT

GP
T
K G + GP

!

xs

∏− K T + xs

s∈m T

(3.6)

s

where k Tcat denotes the maximum transcription rate, RT denotes the RNA polymerase
T denotes the gene saturation
concentration, GP denotes the gene concentration, KG

constant, KsT denotes the saturation constant for species s, and m−
T denotes the set
of reactants for transcription: ATP, GTP, CTP, UTP, and water. In this study, we
considered only the T7 promoter; we have previously estimated u '0.95 for T7
[132]. Transcription was modeled as saturating with respect to gene concentration
and directly proportional to the concentration of RNA polymerase. Transcript
degradation was modeled as first-order in transcript:
r̄d = k d · m
where k d denotes the transcript degradation rate constant.
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(3.7)

The symbol r̄ X denotes the translation rate, which was modeled as:
!
m
xs
X
r̄ X = k cat
· RX
∏
X
X
KmRN A + m
− Ks + xs

(3.8)

s∈m X

X denotes the maximum translation rate, R denotes the ribosome conwhere k cat
X
X
centration, m denotes the transcript concentration, KmRN
A denotes the transcript

saturation constant, KsX denotes the saturation constant for species s, and m−
X denotes the set of reactants for translation: GTP, water, and the 20 species representing
tRNA charged with amino acids. Translation was modeled as saturating with respect to transcript concentration and directly proportional to the concentration of
ribosomes.

3.5.3

Estimation of kinetic model parameters.

We estimated an ensemble of kinetic parameter sets using a constrained Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) random walk strategy. We have used this technique
previously to estimate numerically stable low-error parameter sets for signal transduction models [154, 155]. Starting from a small number of parameter sets estimated by inspection and literature, we calculated the cost function, equal to the
sum-squared-error between experimental data and model predictions:
"

2 #
D
wi Ti
cost = ∑
yij − xi |t( j)
2 ∑
i =1 Y i j =1

(3.9)

where D denotes the number of datasets (D = 37), wi denotes the weight of the ith
dataset, Ti denotes the number of timepoints in the ith dataset, t( j) denotes the jth
timepoint, yij denotes the measurement value of the ith dataset at the jth timepoint,
and xi |t( j) denotes the simulated value of the metabolite corresponding to the ith
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Table 3.4: Reference values for reaction rate maxima (Vmax ) from BioNumbers. Vmax values calculated from turnover numbers (kcat ) from BioNumbers, and a characteristic enzyme concentration
of 170 nM. Characteristic rate maximum for all other reactions calculated as geometric mean of
calculated rate maxima.

.
kcat (min-1 )

Enzyme

Reaction

Serine dehydrase

R_ser_deg

10400

104

101119

Isocitrate dehydrogenase

R_icd

11900

119

101152

Lactate dehydrogenase

R_ldh

5800

58

101036

Aspartate transaminase

R_aspC
R_tyr
R_phe

25800

258

101108

Enolase

R_eno

13200

132

Pyruvate kinase

R_pyk

25000

250

101028
101029
101030

Malic enzyme

R_maeA
R_maeB

35400

354

101167

Phosphofructokinase

R_pfk

554400

5544

104955

Malate dehydrogenase

R_mdh

33000

330

101163

Citrate Synthase

R_gltA

42000

420

101149

6PG dehydrogenase

R_zwf
R_pgl
R_gnd

3200

32

101048

Succinate dehydrogenase

R_sdh

121

Succinyl-coA synthetase

R_sucCD

4700

47

101158

3PGA dehydrogenase

R_gpm

1100

11

101135

PEP carboxylase

R_ppc

35400

354

101139

3PGA kinase

R_pgk

4300

43

101016

Characteristic Vmax

Vmax (mM/h)

1.21

110
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BNID#

101162

dataset, interpolated to the jth timepoint. Lastly, the cost function was scaled by the

maximum experimental value in the ith dataset, Yi = max j yij . We then perturbed
each model parameter between an upper and lower bound that varied by parameter
type:
knew
= min (max (k i · exp( a · ri ), li ) , ui )
i

i = 1, 2, . . . , P

(3.10)

where P denotes the number of parameters (P = 815), which includes 204 maximum reaction rates (V max ), 204 enzyme activity decay constants, 548 saturation
constants (K js ), and 34 control parameters, knew
denotes the new value of the ith
i
parameter, k i denotes the current value of the ith parameter, a denotes a distribution
variance, ri denotes a random sample from the normal distribution, li denotes the
lower bound for that parameter type, and ui denotes the upper bound for that
parameter type. Model parameters were constrained by literature collected using
the BioNumbers database [134]. Transcription, translation, and mRNA degradation
were bounded within a factor of two of their reference values. A characteristic
cell-free enzyme concentration of 170 nM was calculated by diluting the one-tenth
maximal concentration of lacZ (5 µM, BNID 100735) by a cell-free dilution factor
of 30. This enzyme level was then used to calculate rate maxima from turnover
numbers for various enzymes from BioNumbers (Table 3.4). Enzyme levels calculated from the rate maxima of select reaction fluxes in the best-fit set and catalytic
rates reported in the MOMENT study of Shlomi and coworkers [1] (Table 3.5) had
a median value of 202 nM, well in agreement with this characteristic value. Rate
maxima were bounded within one order of magnitude of the reference value where
available; all other rate maxima were bounded within two orders of magnitude
of the geometric mean of the available values. Enzyme activity decay constants
were bounded between 0 and 1 h-1 , corresponding to half lives of infinity and 42
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Table 3.5: Enzyme levels for key reaction fluxes, calculated from enzyme turnover numbers [1] and
rate maxima from the best-fit set.

.
kcat (min-1 ),
MOMENT

Vmax (mM/h),
best-fit set

Enzyme
Level (nM),
calculated

Enzyme

Reaction

Isocitrate
dehydrogenase

R_icd

1700

37

356

Lactate
dehydrogenase

R_ldh

52500

35

11

Aspartate
transaminase

R_aspC

4900

39

130

Pyruvate kinase

R_pyk

8100

610

1250

Malic enzyme

R_maeA

8100

46

96

Malic enzyme

R_maeB

4000

66

274

Phosphofructokinase

R_pfk

5000

15600

51800

Malate
dehydrogenase

R_mdh

43700

33

13

Succinate
dehydrogenase

R_sdh

10000

Succinyl-coA
synthetase

R_sucCD

1500

Median

4.9
250

8.2
2690
202

minutes, respectively. Saturation constants were bounded between 0.0001 and 10
mM. Control gain parameters were bounded between 0.05 and 10 (dimensionless),
while order parameters were bounded between 0.02 and 10 (dimensionless).
For each newly generated parameter set, we re-solved the balance equations
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and calculated the cost function. All sets with a lower cost were accepted into the
ensemble. Sets with a higher cost were also accepted into the ensemble, if they
satisfied the acceptance constraint:
uni f orm
R0,1
uni f orm

where R0,1

costnew − cost
< exp −α ·
cost



(3.11)

denotes a random number taken from a uniform distribution be-

tween 0 and 1, cost denotes the cost of the current parameter set, costnew denotes
the cost of the new parameter set, and α denotes a tunable parameter to control
the tolerance to high-error sets. A total of 3,875 sets were accepted into the initial ensemble, from which we selected N = 100 with minimal error for the final
ensemble.
Lastly, a random ensemble of 100 parameter sets was generated within the same
parameter bounds as the trained ensemble. The randomized parameter sets were
generated using a Monte Carlo approach: each parameter was taken from a uniform
distribution constructed between its upper and lower bounds. The model equations
were then solved and the cost function and the Akaike information criterion (AIC)
were calculated for each of the 37 separate experimental datasets.

3.5.4

Reaction group knockouts.

The metabolic network was divided into 19 reaction groups:

glycolysis/

gluconeogenesis, pentose phosphate, Entner-Doudoroff, TCA cycle, oxidative
phosphorylation, cofactor reactions, anaplerotic/glyoxylate reactions, overflow
metabolism, folate synthesis, purine/pyrimidine reactions, alanine/aspartate/
asparagine synthesis, glutamate/glutamine synthesis, arginine/proline synthesis,
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glycine/serine synthesis, cysteine/methionine synthesis, threonine/lysine synthesis, histidine synthesis, tyrosine/tryptophan/phenylalanine synthesis, and valine/
leucine/isoleucine synthesis. Each reaction group and pair of reaction groups were
removed and the model was re-solved; the CAT productivity was then calculated
and subtracted from that of the base case (no knockouts):
Pii = |∆CAT − ∆CAT∆Ri |

(3.12)

Pij = |∆CAT − ∆CAT∆Ri ∆R j |

(3.13)

Pitotal = Pii + ∑ Pij

(3.14)

j

where Pii denotes the first-order productivity knockout effect for reaction group i,
Pij denotes the pairwise productivity knockout effect for reaction groups i and j,
Pitotal denotes the total-order productivity knockout effect for reaction group i, ∆CAT
denotes the base case CAT productivity, ∆CAT∆Ri denotes the CAT productivity
when reaction group i is knocked out, ∆CAT∆Ri ∆R j denotes the CAT productivity
when reaction groups i and j are knocked out, and | x | denotes the absolute value
of x. The system state, defined as the model predictions for all species for which
experimental data exists, was also recorded for each knockout and compared to the
base case:
Sii = ||xdata − xdata
∆Ri ||2

(3.15)

Sij = ||xdata − xdata
∆Ri ∆R j ||2

(3.16)

Sitotal = Sii + ∑ Sij

(3.17)

j

where Sii denotes the first-order system state knockout effect for reaction group i,
Sij denotes the pairwise system state knockout effect for reaction groups i and j,
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Sitotal denotes the total-order system state knockout effect for reaction group i, xdata
denotes the base-case system state, xdata
∆Ri denotes the system state when reaction
group i is knocked out, xdata
∆Ri ∆R j denotes the system state when reaction groups i and
j are knocked out, and || x ||2 denotes the l 2 norm of x. In order to not dominate the
colorbar, the total-order knockout effects were normalized to the same ranges as
the main arrays (first-order and pairwise effects).

3.5.5

Sensitivity of CAT productivity to transcription and translation.

The catalytic rates of transcription and translation were sampled within one order
of magnitude on each side from the best-fit values. The parameter bounds were set
as the base-10 logarithms of the upper and lower bound for each rate; then, 10 was
taken to the power of each parameter sample to obtain the catalytic rates:



i
T,b f
T,b f
log10 k cat /10 , log10 k cat ∗ 10
h



i
X,sample
X,b f
X,b f
k cat
∈
log10 k cat /10 , log10 k cat ∗ 10


T,sample
X,sample
k cat
k cat
∆CAT = f 10
, 10
T,sample

k cat

T,sample

where k cat

∈

h

(3.18)
(3.19)
(3.20)
X,sample

denotes the sample of the transcription catalytic rate, k cat

de-

T,b f

notes the sample of the translation catalytic rate, k cat denotes the best-fit value of
X,b f

the transcription catalytic rate, and k cat denotes the best-fit value of the translation
catalytic rate. The sampling was performed using the Sensitivity Analysis Library
in Python (Numpy) with 3,000 samples [130].
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3.5.6

Calculation of energy efficiency.

Energy efficiency was calculated as the ratio of transcription and translation
(weighted by the appropriate energy species coefficients) to ATP generation:
Efficiency =

∆τ mRNA · α T + ∆τ CAT · α X
Z

∑

j∈{ R ATP } τ

σjATP r̄ j

(3.21)

α T = 2 · (ATPT + CTPT + GTPT + UTPT )

(3.22)

α X = 2 · ATPX + GTPX

(3.23)

where ∆τ mRNA denotes the net accumulation of mRNA in phase τ (first, second,
or overall), ∆τ CAT denotes the net accumulation of protein in phase τ, α T denotes
the energy cost of transcription, α X denotes the energy cost of translation, R ATP
denotes the set of ATP-producing reactions, and σjATP denotes the ATP coefficient
for reaction j. ATPT , CTPT , GTPT , UTPT denote the stoichiometric coefficients of
each energy species for transcription, and ATPX , GTPX denote the stoichiometric
coefficients of ATP and GTP for translation. During transcription and tRNA charging, triphosphate molecules are consumed with monophosphates as byproducts;
this is the reason for the factors of 2 on ATPT , CTPT , GTPT , UTPT , and ATPX .

3.5.7

Availability of model code.

The cell-free model equations and the parameter estimation procedure were implemented in the Julia programming language [156]. The model equations were solved
using the CVODE solver of the SUNDIALS suite [157], with an absolute tolerance
and relative tolerance of 1e−9 ; any parameter sets exhibiting CVODE errors were
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discarded. Thus, the numerical stability of all parameter sets in the ensemble was
ensured. The model code and parameter ensemble is freely available under an MIT
software license and can be downloaded from the Varnerlab website [111].
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Table 3.6: Nomenclature

Symbol

Compound name

GLC

alpha-D-Glucose

G6P

Glucose 6-phosphate

F6P
FBP

Fructose 6-phosphate
Fructose 1,6-diphosphate

T3P

Dihydroxyacetone phosphate

13DPG

1,3-bis-Phosphoglycerate

3PG
2PG

3-Phosphoglycerate
2-Phosphoglycerate

PEP

Phosphoenolpyruvate

PYR

Pyruvate

LAC
6PG

D-Lactate
6-Phospho-D-glucono-1,5-lactone /6-Phospho-D-gluconate

RU5P

D-Ribulose 5-phosphate

XU5P

D-Xylulose 5-phosphate

R5P
S7P

Ribose 5-phosphate
sedo-Heptulose 7-phosphate

G3P

Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate

E4P

Erythrose 4-phosphate

2DDG6P
COA

2-Dehydro-3-deoxy-D-gluconate 6-phosphate
Coenzyme A

ACCOA

Acetyl coenzyme A

AC

Acetate

CIT
ICIT

Citrate
Isocitrate

AKG

alpha-Ketoglutarate

SUCCOA

Succinyl coenzyme A

SUCC
FUM

Succinate
Fumarate
Continued on next page
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Symbol

Compound name

MAL

Malate

OAA

Oxaloacetate

FOR
PROP

Formate
Propanoate

ALA

Alanine

ARG

Arginine

ASP
ASN

Aspartate
Asparagine

CYS

Cysteine

GLU

Glutamate

GLN
GLY

Glutamine
Glycine

HIS

Histidine

ILE

Isoleucine

LEU
LYS

Leucine
L-Lysine

MET

Methionine

PHE

Phenylalanine

PRO
SER

Proline
Serine

THR

Threonine

TRP

Tryptophan

TYR
VAL

Tyrosine
Valine

AA

Amino acid

AA·tRNA

Aminoacyl tRNA

ATP
ADP

Adenosine triphosphate
Adenosine diphosphate

AMP

Adenosine monophosphate

CTP

Cytidine triphosphate
Continued on next page
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3.6

Symbol

Compound name

CDP

Cytidine diphosphate

CMP

Cytidine monophosphate

GTP
GDP

Guanosine triphosphate
Guanosine diphosphate

GMP

Guanosine monophosphate

UTP

Uridine triphosphate

UDP
UMP

Uridine diphosphate
Uridine monophosphate

CAT

Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase
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CHAPTER 4
DYNAMIC SEQUENCE SPECIFIC CONSTRAINT-BASED MODELING OF
CELL-FREE PROTEIN SYNTHESIS

4.1
1

Abstract

Cell-free protein expression has emerged as an important approach in systems

and synthetic biology, and a promising technology for personalized point of care
medicine. Cell-free systems derived from crude whole cell extracts have shown
remarkable utility as a protein synthesis technology. However, if cell-free platforms
for on-demand biomanufacturing are to become a reality, the performance limits of
these systems must be defined and optimized. Toward this goal, we modeled E. coli
cell-free protein expression using a sequence specific dynamic constraint-based
approach in which metabolite measurements were directly incorporated into the
flux estimation problem. A cell free metabolic network was constructed by removing growth associated reactions from the iAF1260 reconstruction of K-12 MG1655
E. coli. Sequence specific descriptions of transcription and translation processes
were then added to this metabolic network to describe protein production. A linear programming problem was then solved over short time intervals to estimate
metabolic fluxes through the augmented cell free network, subject to material balances, time rate of change and metabolite measurement constraints. The approach
captured the biphasic cell free production of a model protein, chloramphenicol
acetyltransferase. Flux variability analysis suggested that cell free metabolism was
potentially robust; for example, the rate of protein production could be met by flux
1 Adapted

with permission from Horvath N, Dai D, and Varner JD, "Dynamic Sequence Specific
Constraint-based Modeling of Cell-free Protein Synthesis", (2018) Processes, 6(8):132.
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through the glycolytic, pentose phosphate, or the Entner-Doudoroff pathways. Variation of the metabolite constraints revealed central carbon metabolites, specifically
upper glycolysis, TCA cycle, and pentose phosphate, to be the most effective at
training a predictive model, while energy and amino acid measurements were less
effective. Irrespective of the measurement set, the metabolic fluxes (for the most
part) remained unidentifiable. These findings suggested dynamic constraint-based
modeling could aid in the design of cell free protein expression experiments for
metabolite prediction, but the flux estimation problem remains challenging. Further,
while we modeled the cell-free production of only a single protein in this study,
the sequence specific dynamic constraint-based modeling approach presented here
could be extended to multi-protein synthetic circuits, RNA circuits or even small
molecule production.

4.2

Introduction

Cell-free protein expression has become a widely used research tool in systems and
synthetic biology, and a promising technology for personalized point of use biotechnology [3]. Cell-free systems offer many advantages for the study, manipulation and
modeling of metabolism compared to in vivo processes. Central amongst these is
direct access to metabolites and the biosynthetic machinery, without the interference
of a cell wall or the complications associated with cell growth. This allows us to
interrogate (and potentially manipulate) the chemical microenvironment while the
biosynthetic machinery is operating, potentially at a fine time resolution. Cell-free
protein synthesis (CFPS) systems are arguably the most prominent examples of cellfree systems used today [4]. However, CFPS in crude E. coli extracts has been used
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previously to explore fundamental biological questions. For example, Matthaei
and Nirenberg used E. coli cell free extracts to decipher the genetic code [100, 101].
Later, Spirin and coworkers continuously exchanged reactants and products in a
CFPS reaction, which improved protein production. However, while these extracts
could run for up to tens of hours, they could only synthesize a single product and
were likely energy limited [16]. More recently, energy and cofactor regeneration in
CFPS has been significantly improved; for example ATP can be regenerated using
substrate level phosphorylation [124] or even oxidative phosphorylation [4]. Today,
cell-free systems are used in a variety of applications ranging from therapeutic
protein production [22] to synthetic biology [104, 3]. There are also several CFPS
technology platforms, such as the PANOx-SP and Cytomin platforms developed by
Swartz and coworkers [18, 4], and the TX/TL platform of Noireaux [105]. Taken
together, CFPS is a promising technology for protein production. However, if CFPS
is to become a mainstream technology for applications such as point of care biomanufacturing, we must first understand the performance limits of these systems, and
eventually optimize their yield and productivity. Toward this unmet need, we have
developed a dynamic constraint-based modeling that can be used to interrogate cell
free systems.
Genome scale stoichiometric reconstructions of microbial metabolism popularized by static, constraint-based modeling techniques such as flux balance analysis
(FBA) have become standard tools [50]. Since the first genome scale stoichiometric
model of E. coli, developed by Edwards and Palsson [58], well over 100 organisms, including industrially important prokaryotes such as E. coli [59] or B. subtilis
[60], are now available [108]. Stoichiometric models rely on a pseudo-steady-state
assumption to reduce unidentifiable genome-scale kinetic models to an underde-
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termined linear algebraic system, which can be solved efficiently even for large
systems using linear programming. Traditionally, stoichiometric models have also
neglected explicit descriptions of metabolic regulation and control mechanisms, instead opting to describe the choice of pathways by prescribing an objective function
on metabolism. Interestingly, similar to early cybernetic models, the most common
metabolic objective function has been the optimization of biomass formation [56],
although other metabolic objectives have also been estimated [158]. Recent advances in constraint-based modeling have overcome the early shortcomings of the
platform, including describing metabolic regulation and control [159] and incorporating genome sequence into the model [63, 65]. Dynamic constraint-based methods
have also been developed in which the metabolic flux is computed over short-time
intervals subject to time-varying constraints [71]. These methods are common, have
been used in varied applications, [72, 73, 74, 75], and there are open source packages
to support this class of calculation [76, 77, 78]. Thus, constraint-based approaches,
and their dynamic extensions, have proven useful in the discovery of metabolic engineering strategies and represent the state of the art in metabolic modeling [79, 80].
However, while constraint-based tools have been used extensively to analyze whole
cells systems, they have not yet been widely applied to study cell free reactions.
In this study, we constructed a dynamic constraint-based model of cell-free protein expression. This approach avoids the pseudo-steady-state assumption found
in traditional constraint-based approaches, which allowed for the direct integration
of dynamic metabolite measurements into the flux estimation problem, along with
the accumulation or depletion of network metabolites. We adapted the sequence
specific constraint-based model of Vilkhovoy and coworkers [160] into a dynamic
constraint-based model of cell-free E. coli metabolism and protein production, and
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leveraged the kinetic model of Horvath and coworkers [2] to provide synthetic data
to inform metabolite constraints. CFPS synthesis is often (but not always) conducted
in small scale batch reactors. Thus, the concentration of the components of the
reaction mixture, and the associated rates of the metabolic processes in the reaction
are not always constant. The Vilkhovoy et al study considered only the first hour of
the CFPS reaction producing the model protein, chloramphenicol acetyltransferase
(CAT). During this initial phase, the metabolic rates were approximately constant
and a classical sequence specific flux balance analysis approach was sufficient to
describe protein synthesis [160]. However, after this initial phase, there was a significant shift in productivity following the exhaustion of glucose (which occurred
at approximately 1.5 hr). Horvath and coworkers developed a fully kinetic model
that described the complete three hour reaction time course, including the shift in
productivity following glucose exhaustion [2]. While this model described the CFPS
dynamics, and the decrease in productivity following the exhaustion of glucose, the
identification of the model from 37 measured metabolite trajectories was difficult.
Thus, there was an unmet need for a tool that could describe the dynamics of a
CFPS reaction, without the burden of identifying a full kinetic model. Toward
this need, we developed a dynamic constraint-based modeling approach for CFPS
reactions which directly incorporated metabolite measurements (as constraints) into
the flux calculation. The dynamic constraint-based model satisfied time-dependent
metabolite constraints, while predicting the concentration of the CAT protein and
unconstrained metabolite concentrations. Model interrogation suggested the most
important metabolite constraint was glucose, as excluding glucose yielded the
greatest metabolite prediction error, and the greatest uncertainty in the estimated
metabolic flux. Further, we evaluated metabolite constraint sets with one more and
one fewer metabolites than the base case (the 37 measured metabolites) to explore
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the impact of measurement selection on model performance. The single addition of
metabolites yielded no significant improvement in the predictive power, while the
single exclusion suggested glucose to be the most important measured metabolite
in the base case. Next, we selected measurement species based on the results of
singular value decomposition on the stoichiometric matrix. The top 36 species from
the SVD analysis with the addition of glucose improved the predictive power and
reduced flux uncertainty compared with the base case. Finally, we developed a
heuristic optimization approach to estimate the optimal list of metabolite measurements. This approach significantly improved metabolite prediction compared to the
base case. However, both the base measurement set and the heuristically optimized
experimental design poorly characterized flux uncertainty. Taken together, this
suggested dynamic constraint-based modeling can aid in experimental design and
measurement selection for metabolite prediction, but the flux estimation problem
remains challenging. Further, while we modeled the cell-free production of only a
single protein in this study, the sequence specific dynamic constraint-based modeling approach presented here could be extended to multi-protein synthetic circuits,
RNA circuits [109] or even small molecule production.

4.3

4.3.1

Results

Cell-free E. coli metabolic network.

We constructed the cell-free stoichiometric network by removing growth associated
reactions from the iAF1260 reconstruction of K-12 MG1655 E. coli [59], and removing
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the core portion of the cell-free E. coli metabolic network. The network
consisted of 264 reactions and 146 metabolites. Metabolites of glycolysis, pentose phosphate pathway,
Entner-Doudoroff pathway, and TCA cycle are shown. Metabolites of oxidative phosphorylation,
amino acid biosynthesis and degradation, transcription/translation, chorismate metabolism, and
energy metabolism are not shown.
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reactions not present in the cell-free system (see Materials and Methods). We then
added the transcription and translation template reactions of Allen and Palsson for
the CAT protein [63]. Thus, our stoichiometric network described the material and
energetic demands for transcription and translation at sequence specific level. The
metabolic network consisted of 264 reactions and 146 species; a schematic of the
central carbon metabolism is shown in Fig. 4.1. The network described the major carbon and energy pathways and amino acid biosynthesis and degradation pathways.
Lastly, we removed genes from the network that were knocked out in the E. coli host
strain used to make the cell free extract (A19 ∆tonA ∆tnaA ∆speA ∆endA ∆sdaA
∆sdaB ∆gshA), see Jewett et al for further details of the host strain and the cell
free extract preparation [122]. Using this network, we simulated time-dependent
cell-free production of the model protein CAT. We used dynamic modified flux balance analysis, a stoichiometric modeling technique that does not make the pseudo
steady state assumption and allows the accumulation and depletion of metabolite
species. Horvath and coworkers predicted time-dependent cell-free production
of CAT using a fully kinetic model trained against an experimental dataset of 37
metabolites, including the substrate glucose, the protein product CAT, organic
acids, amino acids, and energy species [2]. This model was used to generate the
metabolite constraints used in this study. Transcription and translation rates were
subject to resource constraints encoded by the metabolic network, and transcription
and translation model parameters were largely derived from literature (Table 4.1).
In this study, we did not explicitly consider protein folding. However, the addition
of chaperone or other protein maturation steps could easily be accommodated
within the approach by updating the template reactions, see Palsson and coworkers
[65]. The cell-free metabolic network and all model code and parameters can be
downloaded under an MIT software license from the Varnerlab website [111].
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Table 4.1: Reference values for transcription, translation, and mRNA degradation from literature.
Transcription rate calculated from elongation rate, mRNA length, and promoter activity level.
Translation rate calculated from elongation rate, protein length, and polysome amplification constant.
The mRNA degradation rate calculated from a characteristic mRNA half-life.

Description

Parameter

Value

Units

Reference

T7 RNA polymerase
concentration

RT

1.0

µM

Ribosome concentration

RX

2

µM

[105]

CAT mRNA length

lG

660

nt

[123]

CAT protein length

lP

219

aa

[123]

Transcription saturation
coefficient

KT

100

nM

estimated

Transcription elongation
rate

v̇ T

25

nt/s

[105]

Translation saturation
coefficient

KX

45

µM

estimated

Translation elongation
rate

v̇ X

1.5

aa/s

[105]

T7 Promoter activity
level
Transcription rate

k Tcat =

Polysome amplification
constant
Translation rate

mRNA degradation time
mRNA degradation rate

X
k cat

u


0.9
v̇ T
lG


u

KP
 
v̇ X
=
KP
lP

t1/2
k deg =

ln(2)
t1/2

90

123

estimated
h-1

10
247

8
5.2

calculated
estimated

h-1

calculated

min

BNID 106253

h-1

calculated
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Figure 4.2: Simulated metabolite concentration versus synthetic data as a function of time. Central
carbon metabolism, including glucose (substrate), CAT (product), and intermediates, as well as
total concentration of energy species (energy total). The energy total denotes the summation of all
energy species in the model (all bases and all phosphate states). The 95% confidence interval for the
simulation conducted over the ensemble of transcription/translation parameter sets is shown in the
orange shaded region, while the 95% confidence interval for the synthetic constraint data is shown
in the blue shaded region. The synthetic data constraints were generated from the kinetic model of
Horvath et al, which was trained using experimental measurements of the system simulated in this
study [2].

4.3.2

Dynamic constrained simulation of cell free protein synthesis.

Cell free synthesis of the CAT protein showed two production phases, an initial fast
production phase before glucose exhaustion (at approximately 1.5 hrs) and a slow
production phase following glucose exhaustion. The metabolite profile varied significantly between these phases; for example, pyruvate and lactate were produced
during the first phase but consumed during the second. Thus, a static pseudo steady
state flux balance approach was not possible for this system. However, a central
advantage of cell free systems is direct access to metabolite measurements, and the
biosynthetic machinery during production. If we could directly integrate dynamic
metabolite and protein concentration measurements into the flux estimation problem, we could potentially get a better estimate of the flux distribution. Toward this
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Figure 4.3: Simulation of amino acid concentration versus synthetic data as a function of time. The
95% confidence interval for the simulation conducted over the ensemble of transcription/translation
parameter sets is shown in the orange shaded region, while the synthetic constraint data is shown
in the blue shaded region. Arginine and glutamate were excluded from the constraint set. The
synthetic data constraints were generated from the kinetic model of Horvath et al, which was trained
using experimental measurements of the system simulated in this study [2].

question, we developed a dynamic modeling approach in which metabolic fluxes
were estimated so that all metabolites were non-negative and the simulated metabolites were constrained to lie within a bounded range of the measured value. Using
this technique, we simulated the cell free production of CAT subject to dynamic
metabolite measurements.
We explored the influence of uncertainty in the transcription (TX) and translation
parameters (TL) by sampling different values for the abundance and elongation
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Figure 4.4: Simulation of energy species and energy totals by base versus synthetic data as a
function of time. The 95% confidence interval for the simulation conducted over the ensemble of
transcription/translation parameter sets is shown in the orange shaded region, while the synthetic
constraint data is shown in the blue shaded region. The synthetic data constraints were generated
from the kinetic model of Horvath et al, which was trained using experimental measurements of the
system simulated in this study [2].

rates of RNA polymerases and ribosomes, the polysome amplification constant, the
mRNA degradation rate and other kinetic parameters appearing in the transcription
and translation bounds. The base values for the TX/TL parameters are given
in Table 4.1, and the uniform sampling procedure is described in the Materials
and Methods. Central carbon metabolites (Fig. 4.2), amino acids (Fig. 4.3), and
energy species (Fig. 4.4) in the synthetic measurement set were captured, within
experimental error, by an ensemble of dynamic constraint-based simulations. The
95% confidence interval (CI) estimates of the experimental error shown in each of
the simulation figures was derived from the kinetic model of Horvath et al [2], which
was trained on the 37 metabolites shown in Fig. 4.2 - 4.4. Thus, the 95% confidence
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estimates shown in this study were calculated based upon the kinetic model, which
shows high fidelity with the experimental measurements. The flux estimation
problem converged in greater than 99% of the simulation time intervals, given these
metabolite constraints. This suggested there were not gross measurement errors
in the measurement constraints, as the stoichiometric constraints were satisfied.
Moreover, it suggested the error introduced by the time discretization scheme did
not lead to inconsistent metabolite estimates. The ensemble of models captured
the time evolution of protein biosynthesis, and the consumption and production
of organic acid, amino acid and energy species. Arginine and glutamate were
excluded from the constraint set, but were still largely captured by the ensemble of
dynamic constraint-based models, although with wide variance than the synthetic
measurement set. During the first hour, glucose was consumed as the primary
carbon source for ATP, amino acids, and protein synthesis. After glucose was
depleted, lactate and pyruvate were consumed as alternate substrates for energy
production and CAT synthesis. Taken together, we captured the 37 metabolite
measurements in the base synthetic data set, and captured the biphasic behavior
of CAT production, although we significantly over-predicted the translation rate
for some elements of the ensemble. This suggested there was excess capacity in the
metabolic network, that could be used to enhance protein production.
Table 4.2: Flux uncertainty calculated using flux variability analysis for the base synthetic dataset
during the first production phase (0 h to 1.5 h), normalized to the glucose consumption rate.

Enzyme/Pathway
RNA polymerase
RNA polymerase
tRNA charging of alanine
tRNA charging of cysteine
tRNA charging of aspartate

Reaction
Uncertainty
Translation
<0.01
Translation initiation
<0.01
tRNA charging (ALA) <0.01
tRNA charging (CYS) <0.01
tRNA charging (ASP) <0.01
Continued on next page
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Enzyme/Pathway
tRNA charging of histidine
tRNA charging of serine
tRNA charging of tyrosine
tRNA charging of phenylalanine
tRNA charging of arginine
tRNA charging of glutamate
mRNA degradation
tRNA charging of tryptophan
tRNA charging of proline
tRNA charging of asparagine
tRNA charging of isoleucine
tRNA charging of glycine
tRNA charging of glutamine
tRNA charging of lysine
tRNA charging of threonine
tRNA charging of valine
tRNA charging of methionine
tRNA charging of leucine
Step 6 of AMP synthesis
Orotate synthase 1
Metionine biosynthesis
Valine biosynthesis
Leucine biosynthesis
Aldhyde-alcohol dehydrogenase
Malate dehydrogenase
Glycine biosynthesis
Threonine degradation 2
Acetate kinase
Alanine biosynthesis
Isoleucine biosynthesis
Tyrosine biosynthesis
Histidine biosynthesis
Methylglyoxal degradation
Transaldolase
Glycine cleavage system
Ribulose-phosphate 3-epimerase
Phosphate acetyltransferase
Phosphoglycerate kinase
Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase
Fructose 1,6-bisphosphate aldolase
Enolase
Phenylalanine biosynthesis
Transketolase 2
Fumarate hydratase
Transketolase 1
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Reaction
tRNA charging (HIS)
tRNA charging (SER)
tRNA charging (TYR)
tRNA charging (PHE)
tRNA charging (ARG)
tRNA charging (GLU)
mRNA degradation
tRNA charging (TRP)
tRNA charging (PRO)
tRNA charging (ASN)
tRNA charging (ILE)
tRNA charging (GLY)
tRNA charging (GLN)
tRNA charging (LYS)
tRNA charging (THR)
tRNA charging (VAL)
tRNA charging (MET)
tRNA charging (LEU)
R_A_syn_6
R_or_syn_1
R_met
R_val
R_leu
R_adhE_net
R_mdh_net
R_gly_deg
R_thr_deg2
R_ackA_net
R_alaAC_net
R_ile
R_tyr
R_his
R_mglx_deg
R_talAB_net
R_gly_fol_net
R_rpe_net
R_pta_net
R_pgk_net
R_gapA_net
R_fbaA_net
R_eno_net
R_phe
R_tkt2_net
R_fum_net
R_tkt1_net
Continued on next page

Uncertainty
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.06
0.06
0.07

Enzyme/Pathway Reaction
Orotate synthase 2 R_or_syn_2
Phosphoglycerate mutase R_gpm_net
Ribose-5-phosphate isomerase R_rpi_net
CTP synthetase 1 R_ctp_1
CTP synthetase 2 R_ctp_2
Triosephosphate isomerase R_tpiA_net
Step 7 of AMP synthesis R_A_syn_7
Step 12 of AMP synthesis R_A_syn_12
Lactate dehydrogenase R_ldh_net
Step 5 of AMP synthesis R_A_syn_5
Methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase R_mthfr2a
Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase R_zwf_net
Methylenetetrahydrofolate dehydrogenase R_mthfd_net
UMP synthesis R_ump_syn
OMP synthesis R_omp_syn
Lysine degradation R_lys_deg
Lysine biosynthesis R_lys
Isocitrate dehydrogenase R_icd_net
Threonine degradation 3 R_thr_deg3
Step 8 of AMP synthesis R_A_syn_8
Tryptophan degradation R_trp_deg
Methylenetetrahydrofolate dehydrogenase R_mthfc_net
Tryptophan biosynthesis R_trp
Aconitase R_acn_net
Phosphoglucose isomerase R_pgi_net
Step e of folate synthesis R_fol_e
Step 4 of AMP synthesis R_A_syn_4
GMP synthetase R_gmp_syn
Step 9 of AMP synthesis R_A_syn_9
XMP synthase R_xmp_syn
Step 3 of AMP synthesis R_A_syn_3
Step 10 of AMP synthesis R_A_syn_10
Step 2b of folate synthesis R_fol_2b
Glutamate dehydrogenase R_gdhA_net
Step 3 of folate synthesis R_fol_3
Step 4 of folate synthesis R_fol_4
Pyruvate formate lyase R_pflAB
Step 2 of AMP synthesis R_A_syn_2
Step 2a of folate synthesis R_fol_2a
Step 1 of folate synthesis R_fol_1
Glucokinase R_glk_atp
Step 1 of AMP synthesis R_A_syn_1
Arginine degradation R_arg_deg
Glycine biosynthesis R_glyA
Phosphoribosylpyrophosphate synthase R_prpp_syn
Continued on next page
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Uncertainty
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.1
0.15
0.17
0.17
0.2
0.2
0.21
0.21
0.22
0.22
0.23
0.23
0.23
0.24
0.26
0.27
0.28
0.28
0.33
0.33
0.34
0.4
0.44
0.48
0.53
0.6
0.63
0.63
0.71
0.74
0.79
0.8
0.81
0.81
0.99
1
1
1.23
1.33
1.34

Enzyme/Pathway Reaction
Chorismate synthesis R_chor
Succinate thiokinase R_sucCD
2-Ketoglutarate dehydrogenase R_sucAB
GABA degradation 1 R_gaba_deg1
GABA degradation 2 R_gaba_deg2
Glutamate degradation R_glu_deg
Arginine biosynthesis R_arg
Pyruvate dehydrogenase R_pdh
Malate synthase R_aceB
Threonine degradation 1 R_thr_deg1
Isocitrate lyase R_aceA
Threonine biosynthesis R_thr
Citrate synthase R_gltA
6-Phosphogluconate dehydrogenase R_gnd
Cysteine biosynthesis R_cysEMK
Cysteine degradation R_cys_deg
Proline biosynthesis R_pro
Proline degradation R_pro_deg
6-Phosphogluconate dehydrase R_edd
2-Keto-3-deoxy-6-phospho-gluconate aldolase R_eda
Serine degradation R_ser_deg
Nucleotide diphosphatase (ATP) R_atp_amp
Nucleotide diphosphatase (UTP) R_utp_ump
Nucleotide diphosphatase (GTP) R_gtp_gmp
Nucleotide diphosphatase (CTP) R_ctp_cmp
Cytidylate kinase R_atp_cmp
Guanylate kinase R_atp_gmp
UMP kinase R_atp_ump
6-Phosphogluconolactonase R_pgl
Serine biosynthesis R_serABC
NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase R_nuo
NADH dehydrogenase 1 R_ndh1
NADH dehydrogenase 2 R_ndh2
Fumurate reductase R_frd
Succinate dehydrogenase R_sdh
Malic enzyme A R_maeA
Malic enzyme B R_maeB
Cytochrome oxidase bo R_cyo
Cytochrome oxidase bd R_cyd
ATP synthase R_atp
PEP synthase R_pps
Fructose-1,6-bisphosphate aldolase R_fdp
Adenosinetriphosphatase R_atp_adp
PEP carboxykinase R_pck
Asparagine biosynthesis R_asnB
Continued on next page
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Uncertainty
1.35
1.55
1.55
1.56
1.56
1.56
1.68
2.06
2.3
2.32
2.36
2.48
2.62
2.62
4.59
4.6
5.45
5.47
5.96
5.96
6.43
6.53
6.53
6.53
6.53
6.56
6.6
6.62
6.67
6.72
7.39
7.39
7.39
7.44
7.93
7.99
8.01
8.03
8.03
11.71
12.98
12.98
12.98
12.98
13

Enzyme/Pathway
Glutamate biosynthesis
Glutamine degradation
Glutamine biosynthesis
Acetyl-CoA synthetase
Inorganic pyrophosphatase
Adenylate kinase
PEP carboxylase
Phosphofructokinase
Pyruvate kinase
Transhydrogenase
Transhydrogenase
Aspartate degradation
Aspartate biosynthesis
Asparagine biosynthesis
Asparagine degradation

Reaction
R_gltBD
R_gln_deg
R_glnA
R_acs
R_ppa
R_adk_atp
R_ppc
R_pfk
R_pyk
R_pnt2
R_pnt1
R_asp_deg
R_aspC
R_asnA
R_asn_deg

Uncertainty
13
13
13.05
13.06
13.08
13.36
14.22
14.9
15.89
22.45
25.5
25.5
25.83
247.53
247.53

We quantified the uncertainty in the estimated metabolic flux distribution, given
constrained CAT production using flux variability analysis (FVA) for the base
synthetic data across the three hours of measurement (Tables 4.2 and 4.3). The
analysis was divided into two phases: phase 1 where glucose was consumed as the
carbon source, and phase 2 when glucose was depleted and lactate and pyruvate
were utilized. The reactions associated with protein synthesis (translation initiation,
translation, tRNA charging, mRNA degradation) were unsurprisingly the most
constrained, as CAT production was forced to remain the same. Transcription was
not varied in this analysis. On the other hand, glycolytic, pentose phosphate, and
Entner-Doudoroff reactions were not highly constrained, indicating the robustness
of substrate utilization. However, one exception to this was the net reaction through
zwf reaction, which was tightly constrained, suggesting that glycolysis alone cannot
support protein production. Interestingly, although the two phases consumed
different carbon sources, the flux variability remained similar. Taken together, these
results suggested there was significant flexibility in the ability of the metabolic
network to meet the carbon and energy demands of protein synthesis. Next, we
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explored alternative measurement sets to constrain the simulation of cell free protein
synthesis.
Table 4.3: Flux uncertainty calculated using flux variability analysis for the base synthetic dataset
during the second production phase (1 h to 3 h), normalized to the glucose consumption rate.

Enzyme/Pathway
Step 6 of AMP synthesis
Orotate synthase 1
Orotate synthase 2
Aldhyde-alcohol dehydrogenase
RNA polymerase
tRNA charging of phenylalanine
tRNA charging of alanine
tRNA charging of glutamine
tRNA charging of threonine
tRNA charging of aspartate
tRNA charging of glutamate
tRNA charging of histidine
tRNA charging of lysine
tRNA charging of tyrosine
tRNA charging of asparagine
tRNA charging of serine
tRNA charging of methionine
tRNA charging of isoleucine
tRNA charging of valine
tRNA charging of proline
tRNA charging of leucine
tRNA charging of arginine
tRNA charging of tryptophan
tRNA charging of cysteine
tRNA charging of glycine
RNA polymerase
mRNA degradation
Glycine cleavage system
Transaldolase
Transketolase 1
Ribulose-phosphate 3-epimerase
Ribose-5-phosphate isomerase
Transketolase 2
Valine biosynthesis
Leucine biosynthesis
Malate dehydrogenase
Triosephosphate isomerase

Reaction
R_A_syn_6
R_or_syn_1
R_or_syn_2
R_adhE_net
Translation
tRNA charging (PHE)
tRNA charging (ALA)
tRNA charging (GLN)
tRNA charging (THR)
tRNA charging (ASP)
tRNA charging (GLU)
tRNA charging (HIS)
tRNA charging (LYS)
tRNA charging (TYR)
tRNA charging (ASN)
tRNA charging (SER)
tRNA charging (MET)
tRNA charging (ILE)
tRNA charging (VAL)
tRNA charging (PRO)
tRNA charging (LEU)
tRNA charging (ARG)
tRNA charging (TRP)
tRNA charging (CYS)
tRNA charging (GLY)
Translation initiation
mRNA degradation
R_gly_fol_net
R_talAB_net
R_tkt1_net
R_rpe_net
R_rpi_net
R_tkt2_net
R_val
R_leu
R_mdh_net
R_tpiA_net
Continued on next page
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Uncertainty
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.06
0.07

Enzyme/Pathway Reaction
Fructose 1,6-bisphosphate aldolase R_fbaA_net
Glycine biosynthesis R_gly_deg
Threonine degradation 2 R_thr_deg2
Phosphoglucose isomerase R_pgi_net
Methylglyoxal degradation R_mglx_deg
Methylenetetrahydrofolate dehydrogenase R_mthfd_net
Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase R_zwf_net
Tyrosine biosynthesis R_tyr
Enolase R_eno_net
Phosphoglycerate mutase R_gpm_net
Phosphoglycerate kinase R_pgk_net
Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase R_gapA_net
Methylenetetrahydrofolate dehydrogenase R_mthfc_net
Metionine biosynthesis R_met
Phosphate acetyltransferase R_pta_net
Acetate kinase R_ackA_net
Fumarate hydratase R_fum_net
Phenylalanine biosynthesis R_phe
Glucokinase R_glk_atp
Step 5 of AMP synthesis R_A_syn_5
Step 7 of AMP synthesis R_A_syn_7
OMP synthesis R_omp_syn
Isoleucine biosynthesis R_ile
Alanine biosynthesis R_alaAC_net
Step 8 of AMP synthesis R_A_syn_8
Methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase R_mthfr2a
Isocitrate dehydrogenase R_icd_net
Histidine biosynthesis R_his
Step 4 of AMP synthesis R_A_syn_4
Threonine degradation 3 R_thr_deg3
CTP synthetase 1 R_ctp_1
CTP synthetase 2 R_ctp_2
Lysine biosynthesis R_lys
Lysine degradation R_lys_deg
Lactate dehydrogenase R_ldh_net
Tryptophan degradation R_trp_deg
Tryptophan biosynthesis R_trp
Aconitase R_acn_net
UMP synthesis R_ump_syn
Step 3 of AMP synthesis R_A_syn_3
XMP synthase R_xmp_syn
GMP synthetase R_gmp_syn
Step 12 of AMP synthesis R_A_syn_12
Step e of folate synthesis R_fol_e
Step 2 of AMP synthesis R_A_syn_2
Continued on next page
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Uncertainty
0.07
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.13
0.18
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.21
0.21
0.28
0.34
0.4
0.41
0.43
0.53
1
1
1
1.09
1.13
1.49
1.76
1.85
1.87
1.95
2.02
2.08
2.09
2.09
2.13
2.13
2.27
2.55
2.7
2.82
2.85
3.07
4.04
4.04
4.13
4.37
4.74

Enzyme/Pathway Reaction
Step 9 of AMP synthesis R_A_syn_9
Step 10 of AMP synthesis R_A_syn_10
Step 1 of AMP synthesis R_A_syn_1
Glutamate dehydrogenase R_gdhA_net
Phosphoribosylpyrophosphate synthase R_prpp_syn
Step 4 of folate synthesis R_fol_4
Step 3 of folate synthesis R_fol_3
Step 2b of folate synthesis R_fol_2b
Step 2a of folate synthesis R_fol_2a
Step 1 of folate synthesis R_fol_1
Glycine biosynthesis R_glyA
Chorismate synthesis R_chor
Arginine degradation R_arg_deg
Succinate thiokinase R_sucCD
GABA degradation 1 R_gaba_deg1
GABA degradation 2 R_gaba_deg2
Glutamate degradation R_glu_deg
2-Ketoglutarate dehydrogenase R_sucAB
Arginine biosynthesis R_arg
Threonine degradation 1 R_thr_deg1
Pyruvate formate lyase R_pflAB
Threonine biosynthesis R_thr
Malate synthase R_aceB
Isocitrate lyase R_aceA
Pyruvate dehydrogenase R_pdh
6-Phosphogluconate dehydrogenase R_gnd
Citrate synthase R_gltA
Cysteine biosynthesis R_cysEMK
Cysteine degradation R_cys_deg
Proline biosynthesis R_pro
2-Keto-3-deoxy-6-phospho-gluconate aldolase R_eda
6-Phosphogluconate dehydrase R_edd
Proline degradation R_pro_deg
Serine degradation R_ser_deg
6-Phosphogluconolactonase R_pgl
Serine biosynthesis R_serABC
Nucleotide diphosphatase (ATP) R_atp_amp
Nucleotide diphosphatase (UTP) R_utp_ump
Nucleotide diphosphatase (GTP) R_gtp_gmp
Nucleotide diphosphatase (CTP) R_ctp_cmp
Cytidylate kinase R_atp_cmp
Guanylate kinase R_atp_gmp
UMP kinase R_atp_ump
NADH dehydrogenase 1 R_ndh1
NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase R_nuo
Continued on next page
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Uncertainty
4.83
4.83
5.02
5.14
6.11
6.24
6.24
7.03
8.04
9.04
9.58
13.98
14.97
17.94
17.95
17.95
17.95
18.06
18.14
19.06
19.97
22.23
28.81
28.81
29.86
31.9
32.2
48.93
49.31
61.2
61.86
61.86
62.62
68.5
70.12
72.05
74.22
74.22
74.22
74.22
74.74
76.11
76.78
86.63
86.63

Enzyme/Pathway
Malic enzyme A
NADH dehydrogenase 2
Fumurate reductase
Malic enzyme B
Succinate dehydrogenase
Cytochrome oxidase bo
Cytochrome oxidase bd
ATP synthase
PEP synthase
Asparagine biosynthesis
Glutamine degradation
Glutamate biosynthesis
Acetyl-CoA synthetase
Adenosinetriphosphatase
Fructose-1,6-bisphosphate aldolase
PEP carboxykinase
Glutamine biosynthesis
Inorganic pyrophosphatase
Adenylate kinase
PEP carboxylase
Phosphofructokinase
Pyruvate kinase
Transhydrogenase
Aspartate degradation
Transhydrogenase
Aspartate biosynthesis
Asparagine biosynthesis
Asparagine degradation

4.3.3

Reaction
R_maeA
R_ndh2
R_frd
R_maeB
R_sdh
R_cyo
R_cyd
R_atp
R_pps
R_asnB
R_gln_deg
R_gltBD
R_acs
R_atp_adp
R_fdp
R_pck
R_glnA
R_ppa
R_adk_atp
R_ppc
R_pfk
R_pyk
R_pnt2
R_asp_deg
R_pnt1
R_aspC
R_asnA
R_asn_deg

Uncertainty
86.77
87.01
87.01
88.17
90.66
92.08
92.08
134.61
148.45
148.45
148.45
148.45
148.45
148.45
148.45
148.45
149.67
150.79
152.88
158.68
161.64
170.95
258.03
286.46
286.46
290.86
4421.48
4421.48

Alternative measurement sets.

The base synthetic data set, consisting of 36 metabolite time series and the protein
product CAT, was the measurement set used to train the kinetic model of Horvath
et al [2]. Thus, the error confidence intervals used in this study as constraints on the
flux estimation problem were informed by experimental measurements of glucose,
organic and amino acids, energy species and the protein product CAT. However,
we have no a priori reason to suppose that this experimental design was optimal.
Toward this question, we performed simulations and flux variability analysis (FVA)
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Normalized Flux Uncertainty

Normalized Error
Figure 4.5: Flux uncertainty versus metabolite prediction error against synthetic data, normalized to
the base case (white star), for exclusion (gray) and inclusion (black) metabolite constraint sets. The
performance of the SVD-determined metabolite constraint set is shown by the white square.

for alternative synthetic data sets to understand the importance of measurement
selection when characterizing CFPS (Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6). In all cases, we assumed
the same sampling frequency as the base synthetic dataset, but we varied which
species were measured. First, we removed each of the 37 metabolites from the
base set, one at a time, to create 37 measurement exclusion sets, consisting of 36
metabolites each (Fig. 4.5, light gray dots). For each set, the state the dynamic model
was used to calculate a value of error against the synthetic data, and FVA was used
to calculate a value of flux uncertainty. Most of the exclusion sets clustered around
the base case, with error values between 75% and 110%, and flux uncertainties
between 93% and 103%, of the base case. The exception to this was the glucose
exclusion set, which showed 89% higher error and 7% greater flux uncertainty.
Within the primary cluster, a slight pattern emerged: the sets in which an organic
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acid was removed tended to result in increased error, while the removal of an amino
acid tended to reduce error; however, this was not true across all metabolites. We
also performed the analysis on several inclusion sets to determine which additional
metabolites could improve predictive power (Fig. 4.5, black dots). In particular,
we added unmeasured central carbon metabolites to the base case which resulted
in 23 inclusion sets, consisting of 38 metabolites each. As with the exclusion sets,
most of the inclusion sets clustered around the base case, with error values between
72% and 103%, and flux uncertainties between 94% and 102%, of the base case.
Considering all exclusion and inclusion sets, there was generally no correlation
between the metabolite prediction error and flux uncertainty. Taken together,
these suggested central carbon metabolites, especially glucose, were important to
characterizing the network, but performing single additional measurements was
not enough to significantly increase predictive power. Next, we explored whether
measurement selection could be based upon the structural features of a metabolic
network. Toward this question, we used singular value decomposition (SVD) of the
stoichiometric matrix to suggest which metabolites should be measured.
Singular value decomposition (SVD) measurement selection outperformed the
base case, with a prediction error improvement of 11% and similar flux variability
(Fig. 4.5, open square). SVD was used to decompose the stoichiometric matrix into
105 modes. The top 36 metabolites that had the greatest weighted sum across the
modes that accounted for 95% of the network were estimated. Since our exclusion
analysis identified glucose as the single most important metabolite, we added it
to the top metabolites as determined by SVD to obtain a 37-metabolite constraint
set, consisting of: GTP, GDP, GMP, ATP, ADP, AMP, UTP, UMP, CTP, CMP, GLN,
GLU, ASP, LYS, LEU, HIS, THR, PHE, ALA, VAL, TYR, GLY, SER, H, ASN, ILE,
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Normalized Flux Uncertainty

A

Number of Metabolite Constraints

Normalized Error

B

Normalized Error
Figure 4.6: Flux uncertainty and metabolite prediction error for the simulated annealing experimental design approach. A: Normalized flux uncertainty versus normalized metabolite prediction
error. B: Number of metabolite constraints versus normalized metabolite prediction error. Error was
computed for the synthetic experimental designs normalized to the base synthetic dataset (white
star). Sets that include glucose are show as gray circles, while those that do not are represented with
black circles.
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MET, AKG, PYR, ARG, CYS, NH3, FUM, SUCC, TRP, ACCOA, and glucose. The
SVD measurement set suggested that energy, and amino acid species carried the
most information compared to central carbon species which made up a relatively
smaller fraction of the list. Surprisingly, the measurement set selected by SVD
was approximately 80% similar to the original synthetic data generated by hand.
However, the 20% difference was enough to improve the prediction error by approximately 11%. Taken together, measurements selected by SVD decomposition of
the stoichiometric matrix improved the prediction of metabolite abundance, but
SVD-based measurement selection did not improve flux variability.
Next, we used heuristic optimization to systematically investigate the effect of
changing the dimension and identify of the measurement constraints (Fig. 4.6). In
particular, we minimized the error and flux variability of model predictions by varying the metabolites which appeared in the synthetic constraint set. We used a binary
simulated annealing algorithm to switch metabolite membership in the constraint
set on or off, and thus generated an ensemble of > 200 measurement constraint
sets (Fig. 4.6A). While there was no strict error threshold, the simulated annealing
algorithm was less likely to accept high-error sets into the ensemble; thus, the error
of most sets in the ensemble was less than that of the base case. Specifically, the error
varied from just over double to less than one ten-thousandth of the base case. Flux
uncertainty was also a component of the objective function, but was only improved
by 7%, suggesting this performance metric was tightly constrained; network flux
values were not be well characterized, even with comprehensive training datasets.
As expected, there was an inverse relationship between the number of metabolite
constraints and the prediction error (Fig. 4.6B). However, the slope of that trend
was striking; error was improved by three to four orders of magnitude, simply
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by increasing the number of constraints by 11 or fewer. Furthermore, the base
synthetic measurement set was outperformed by the majority of the ensemble; often
the simulated annealing approach achieved the same error with fewer constraints,
or much lower error with the same, or even fewer, constraints. This suggests that
while comprehensive, the original synthetic dataset was not optimal in terms of
predictive power per measurement. However, the base case was one of the best in
terms of reducing flux uncertainty.

Table 4.4: Metabolites by frequency of appearance in the simulated annealing constraint sets.

Metabolite Symbol
alpha-D-Glucose GLC
Glucose 6-phosphate G6P
Citrate CIT
Isocitrate ICIT
Fumarate FUM
Fructose 6-phosphate F6P
6-Phospho-D-glucono-1,5-lactone 6PGL
sedo-Heptulose 7-phosphate S7P
Alanine ALA
Guanosine triphosphate GTP
Malate MAL
D-Ribulose 5-phosphate RU5P
Erythrose 4-phosphate E4P
Adenosine diphosphate ADP
alpha-Ketoglutarate AKG
Uridine diphosphate UDP
Succinate SUCC
Cytidine monophosphate CMP
Guanosine diphosphate GDP
6-Phospho-D-gluconate 6PGC
Arginine ARG
Ribose 5-phosphate R5P
Methionine MET
Glyoxylate GLX
Glutamine GLN
Phenylalanine PHE
Valine VAL
Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate G3P
Adenosine monophosphate AMP
Continued on next page
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Frequency
89.9%
89.9%
85.7%
84.9%
84.5%
83.6%
81.5%
79.4%
77.7%
77.3%
75.6%
74.8%
73.1%
72.3%
71.8%
70.2%
69.7%
69.3%
67.2%
67.2%
66.8%
66.4%
65.5%
65.5%
63.9%
63.4%
62.6%
62.2%
62.2%

Metabolite
Proline
Fructose 1,6-diphosphate
Dihydroxyacetone phosphate
Histidine
Glycine
Oxaloacetate
2-Dehydro-3-deoxy-D-gluconate 6-phosphate
Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase
Cysteine
Acetate
Succinyl coenzyme A
Uridine monophosphate
Tryptophan
Lactate
Uridine triphosphate
Aspartate
Guanosine monophosphate
Asparagine
Cytidine diphosphate
Phosphoenolpyruvate
3-Phosphoglycerate
2-Phosphoglycerate
Lysine
Threonine
Glutamate
Tyrosine
Adenosine triphosphate
D-Xylulose 5-phosphate
Acetyl coenzyme A
Cytidine triphosphate
Serine
Isoleucine
Leucine
Pyruvate

Symbol
PRO
FDP
DHAP
HIS
GLY
OAA
2DDG6P
CAT
CYS
AC
SUCCOA
UMP
TRP
LAC
UTP
ASP
GMP
ASN
CDP
PEP
3PG
2PG
LYS
THR
GLU
TYR
ATP
XU5P
ACCOA
CTP
SER
ILE
LEU
PYR

Frequency
60.1%
60.1%
60.1%
59.7%
59.7%
58.4%
58.4%
56.3%
55.5%
54.2%
53.8%
52.9%
52.5%
52.5%
52.1%
51.7%
50.8%
50.4%
50.0%
48.3%
47.9%
47.1%
43.3%
42.0%
38.7%
37.0%
37.0%
35.7%
34.9%
33.2%
31.9%
29.8%
26.5%
21.8%

Lastly, we investigated which metabolites were most effective at improving
predictive power by considering how often it appeared in the ensemble (Table 4.4).
Glucose unsurprisingly appeared most often (tied with G6P), but interestingly was
not in every constraint set. Those that did not contain glucose had some of the
highest errors, but also some of the smallest constraint set sizes (Fig. 4.6B, black
dots). The most frequent metabolites from the heuristic method were largely from
glycolysis, pentose phosphate, and the TCA cycle (compared to the SVD analysis
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which gave greater consideration to energetic and amino acid species). To further
understand the species selection, we calculated the frequency of appearance in
the 57 best sets, those with error of least three orders of magnitude lower than the
base case (Table 4.5). Nineteen metabolites appeared in all of these sets, and all
but Alanine were central carbon metabolites (defined here as glycolysis, pentose
phosphate, TCA). Taken together, measurement selection made a significant difference in capturing dynamic metabolite abundance in cell free protein synthesis.
Although the error decreased with increasing measurement number overall, the
specific combination of metabolites was arguably even more important. Metabolic
fluxes, however, remained unknown despite the large number of measurements
taken.
Table 4.5: Metabolites by frequency of appearance in the 57 best simulated annealing constraint sets,
those with error at least three orders of magnitude lower than the base synthetic dataset.

Metabolite Symbol
D-Xylulose 5-phosphate XU5P
sedo-Heptulose 7-phosphate S7P
D-Ribulose 5-phosphate RU5P
Ribose 5-phosphate R5P
Oxaloacetate OAA
Isocitrate ICIT
alpha-D-Glucose GLC
Glucose 6-phosphate G6P
Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate G3P
Fumarate FUM
Fructose 1,6-diphosphate FDP
Fructose 6-phosphate F6P
Erythrose 4-phosphate E4P
Dihydroxyacetone phosphate DHAP
Citrate CIT
Alanine ALA
6-Phospho-D-glucono-1,5-lactone 6PGL
6-Phospho-D-gluconate 6PGC
2-Dehydro-3-deoxy-D-gluconate 6-phosphate 2DDG6P
Uridine triphosphate UTP
Continued on next page
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Frequency
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
98.2%

Metabolite
alpha-Ketoglutarate
Succinate
Arginine
3-Phosphoglycerate
Guanosine triphosphate
Uridine monophosphate
Glutamine
Cytidine monophosphate
Tyrosine
Threonine
Aspartate
Cytidine diphosphate
Uridine diphosphate
Valine
Methionine
Guanosine monophosphate
Glycine
Adenosine diphosphate
Tryptophan
Phenylalanine
Acetate
Malate
Phosphoenolpyruvate
Leucine
Proline
Isoleucine
Histidine
Adenosine monophosphate
Glyoxylate
Lactate
Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase
Cysteine
Asparagine
Pyruvate
Glutamate
Succinyl coenzyme A
Guanosine diphosphate
2-Phosphoglycerate
Cytidine triphosphate
Acetyl coenzyme A
Lysine
Adenosine triphosphate
Serine
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Symbol
AKG
SUCC
ARG
3PG
GTP
UMP
GLN
CMP
TYR
THR
ASP
CDP
UDP
VAL
MET
GMP
GLY
ADP
TRP
PHE
AC
MAL
PEP
LEU
PRO
ILE
HIS
AMP
GLX
LAC
CAT
CYS
ASN
PYR
GLU
SUCCOA
GDP
2PG
CTP
ACCOA
LYS
ATP
SER

Frequency
98.2%
94.7%
94.7%
94.7%
91.2%
89.5%
87.7%
87.7%
82.5%
82.5%
80.7%
75.4%
71.9%
70.2%
68.4%
68.4%
68.4%
68.4%
61.4%
59.6%
57.9%
52.6%
50.9%
49.1%
47.4%
47.4%
47.4%
45.6%
43.9%
40.4%
38.6%
36.8%
35.1%
33.3%
31.6%
22.8%
22.8%
22.8%
14%
14%
7%
5.3%
0%

4.4

Discussion

In this study, we presented a dynamic constraint-based model of cell-free protein
expression. This approach avoids the pseudo-steady-state assumption found in
traditional constraint-based approaches, which allowed for the direct integration
of metabolite measurements into the flux estimation problem, and the the accumulation or depletion of network metabolites. The approach used the E.coli cell
free protein synthesis metabolic network from Vilkhovoy and coworkers [160], and
the simulated metabolite trajectories from the kinetic model of Horvath et al [2]
as constraints on the CFPS flux calculation. The dynamic constraint-based model
satisfied time-dependent metabolite measurement constraints, predicted unconstrained metabolite concentrations as well as the concentration of a model protein,
chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT). Model interrogation suggested the most
important metabolite measurement within the dataset to be glucose, as excluding
the glucose yielded the greatest metabolite prediction error, and the greatest uncertainty in the estimated metabolic flux. Further, we evaluated metabolite constraint
sets with one more and one fewer metabolites than the base case (37 metabolites)
to explore the impact of measurement selection on model performance. The single
addition of metabolites yielded no significant improvement in the predictive power,
while the single exclusion suggested glucose to be the most important measured
metabolite in the base case. Next, we selected measurement species based on the
results of singular value decomposition on the stoichiometric matrix. The top 36
species from the SVD analysis with the addition of glucose improved the predictive
power and reduced flux uncertainty compared with the base case. Finally, we described a heuristic optimization approach to estimate the optimal list of metabolite
measurements. Measurement sets determined by heuristic optimization vastly out111

performed the accuracy of the base synthetic dataset; model precision, meanwhile,
was virtually unchanged despite comprehensive measurement sets. Taken together,
model interrogation showed that even with a comprehensive dataset, there still exists a great amount of uncertainty associated with metabolic fluxes. This highlights
the need for fluxomic data to fully understand biological networks.
Despite synthetic datasets consisting of greater than 30 metabolite time series, estimates of metabolic flux were largely uncertain. Flux variability analysis suggested
that the metabolite constraints could be met with a wide range of different flux distributions. For instance, an open question in cell-free systems is the balance between
glycolytic versus pentose phosphate pathway flux. In previous studies of E. coli
cell free protein synthesis, the kinetic model of Horvath and coworkers suggested
that glucose was consumed primarily by glycolytic reactions, with minimal flux
into the pentose phosphate pathway. However, Vilkhovoy et al estimated, using
sequence specific flux balance analysis with the same experimental dataset, that
the CAT production was unaffected by the choice of pentose phosphate pathway
versus glycolysis; deletion of either pathway did not change protein productivity. To answer this discrepancy, model analysis showed, during the first phase
when glucose was being consumed, glycolytic and pentose phosphate fluxes (pgi
and zwf, respectively) exhibited large uncertainty, as either could be utilized to
satisfy CAT production. The measurement selection analysis was conducted by
excluding or including a metabolite from the constraint set. The exclusion sets
were dominated by the removal of glucose, and to a lesser extent the organic acids,
suggesting measurements of central carbon metabolism intermediates were more
important than energetic and amino acid measurements. However, the inclusion
sets showed no significant effect on error and flux uncertainty. There was gener-
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ally no correlation between the error and flux uncertainty of a model constrained
to a particular metabolite set, except with respect to the outlier glucose. Model
calculations showed that even with a comprehensive data set of 37 metabolite measurements, there was significant flux uncertainty. This suggested there were many
flux combinations that could give rise to the same set of time course measurements.
This phenomenon was further supported by analyzing the ensemble of constraint
sets determined by heuristic optimization. Although the optimization algorithm
reduced the objective function by four degrees of magnitude, the flux variability
remained stagnant in comparison. An ensemble of measurement sets ranging from
22 to 48 metabolite constraints was only able to reduce flux uncertainty by 7% from
the base synthetic data set. The dynamic constraint-based model showed high
flux variability in important branch points, including the glucose-6-phosphate split
between glycolysis and pentose phosphate, the 6PGC split into pentose phosphate
and Entner-Doudoroff, and the pyruvate split into TCA cycle versus lactate production. This may be why the high overall flux variability was robust to the varying of
metabolite constraints. Using three different sampling approaches (single additions/exclusions, singular value decomposition, simulated annealing) coupled with
the dynamic constraint-based model, we estimated key metabolites that could be
prioritized in measurement selection, such as glucose. Although measuring central
carbon metabolites and amino acids is the intuition of most researchers, model
interrogation was able to provide the importance of certain species over others; for
instance, measuring G6P, G3P, and F6P would be more fruitful than measuring PEP.
Interestingly, many of the most valuable measurements were involved in upper
glycolysis and pentose phosphate, such as glucose, G6P, and 6PGL. This may be
because upstream metabolites have an effect on more of the network; any error
or uncertainty in these metabolites will cascade down the rest of the network and
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magnify throughout. Taken together, the dynamic constraint-based model quantitatively affirmed the robustness of metabolism, and illustrated the complexity
of inferring flux information from metabolite concentrations. Ultimately, to determine the metabolic flux distribution occurring in a cell free system, we need to
add additional constraints to the flux estimation calculation. This study suggested
metabolite measurements alone were not sufficient. However, these are not the only
experimentally realizable types of constraints. For example, thermodynamic feasibility constraints may result in a better depiction of the flux distribution [106, 107],
and 13 C labeling constraints in cell free systems could provide significant insight.
However, while 13 C labeling techniques are well established for in vivo processes
[120], application of these techniques to cell free systems remains an active area of
research.
In summary, we used a dynamic constraint-based modeling approach to simulate cell free metabolism, and to study how measurement selection impacts model
performance. We extended sequence specific flux balance analysis, by removing
the pseudo steady state assumption, and adding synthetic metabolite measurement
constraints to the flux calculation. Using this method, we simulated the cell free
synthesis of a model protein, chloramphenicol acetyltransferase, we identified the
most important measured species in the cell free system, and additional species
that yielded the lowest metabolite prediction error and flux uncertainty. Only
synthetic metabolite measurements were used in this study; however, this work
built a foundation to rationally design experimental measurement protocols, that
could be implemented with a variety of analytical techniques. Taken together, these
findings represent a novel tool for dynamic cell free simulations, measurement
selection and pathway analysis, not only for E. coli, but potentially for align variety
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of metabolic networks, whether in vivo or cell-free. However, while this first study
was promising, there were several issues to consider in future work. First, while
we described transcription and translation at a sequence specific level, we have
not considered the complexities of protein folding, or post-translational modifications such as protein glycosylation. A more detailed description of transcription
and translation reactions, including the role of chaperones in protein folding, has
been used in in-vivo genome scale ME models e.g., see O’Brien et al [65]. These
template reactions could easily be adapted to a cell free system, thereby providing
a potentially higher fidelity description protein synthesis and folding. Next, the
inclusion of post-translational modifications such as protein glycosylation in the
next generation of models will be important to describe the cell free synthesis of
therapeutic proteins. DeLisa and coworkers recently showed that glycoproteins
can be synthesized in a cell free system, using extract generated from modified
E.coli cells capable of asparagine-linked protein glycosylation [24]. Simulation of
the generation and attachment of glycans to protein targets could be an important
step to optimizing cell free glycoprotein production. Lastly, while we modeled the
cell-free production of a only single protein in this study, sequence specific dynamic
constraint models could be developed for multi-protein synthetic circuits, RNA
circuits or even small molecule production. Thus, this approach offers a unique tool
to model and potentially optimize a wide variety of application areas in synthetic
biology.
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4.5

4.5.1

Materials and Methods

Formulation of the model equations.

We modeled the time evolution of the ith metabolite concentration (xi ), the scaled
activity of network enzymes (ei ), transcription processes generating the mRNA m
and translation processes generating the protein P in an E. coli cell-free metabolic
network as a system of ordinary differential equations:
R

ẋi =

∑ σij r j (x, e, k)

i = 1, 2, . . . , M

(4.1)

j =1

ėi = −λi ei

i = 1, 2, . . . , N

(4.2)

ṁ = r T − λm

(4.3)

Ṗ = r X

(4.4)

The quantity R denotes the number of metabolic reactions, M denotes the number
of metabolites and N denotes the number of metabolic enzymes in the model.
The quantity r j (x, e, k) denotes the rate of reaction j. Typically, reaction j is a nonlinear function of metabolite and enzyme abundance, as well as unknown kinetic
parameters k (K × 1). The quantity σij denotes the stoichiometric coefficient for
species i in reaction j. If σij > 0, metabolite i is produced by reaction j. Conversely,
if σij < 0, metabolite i is consumed by reaction j, while σij = 0 indicates metabolite
i is not connected with reaction j. Lastly, λi denotes the scaled enzyme activity
decay constant. The system material balances were subject to the initial conditions
x (to ) = xo and e (to ) = 1 (initially we have 100% cell-free enzyme activity).
The cell-free model equations were solved using a dynamic constraint-based
approach in which the rates of the metabolic fluxes, transcription and translation
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processes were estimated by solving an optimization subproblem from t to t +
∆t. In particular, the biochemical fluxes r1 , r2 , . . . , rR which appear in the balance
equations were calculated from t to t + ∆t by solving a constrained optimization
subproblem with (potentially non-linear) objective O ( x1 , x2 , . . . , xM ):
max O ( x1 , x2 , . . . , xM )

(4.5)

r1 ,r2 ,...,rR

subject to species constraints and flux bounds:
!
R

∑ σij r j − ẋi

≥ 0

i = 1, 2, . . . , M

(4.6)

j =1

0 ≤ r j ≤ U j ( x1 , x2 , . . . , x M , κ )

j = 1, 2, . . . , R

(4.7)

In this study, we maximized the rate of translation r X unless otherwise specified.
We discretized the derivative term for each species using a constant width h forward
different approximation (however, this was done for convenience and more sophisticated techniques could have been used). The reaction bounds U j ( x1 , x2 , . . . , xM , κ )
are potentially complex functions of the system state, and can be updated during
each time step. Here, we modeled the upper bound for flux j as V̂max e j (k ), where
V̂max denotes a characteristic maximum reaction velocity, and e j (k ) denotes the
scaled enzyme activity catalyzing reaction j at time step k. The characteristic maximum reaction velocity was set to 600 mM/hr (which corresponds to an average
k cat ' 1000s−1 and and enzyme concentration of approximately 0.2 µM) unless otherwise specified. Additional species constraints can be added to directly incorporate
metabolomic, proteomic or transcriptomic measurements into the flux calculation.
In this study, we incorporated metabolite measurement constraints of the form:
L
U
χm,k
+1 ≤ xm,k+1 ≤ χm,k+1

m = 1, 2, . . . , Ξ

(4.8)

L
U
where χm,k
+1 and χm,k+1 denote the lower and upper measurement bound for

metabolite m at time step k + 1, where Ξ metabolites were measured over the time
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course of the cell free reaction. Lastly, we imposed a user-configurable bound Bi on
the maximum rate of change for metabolite i:

| ẋi | ≤ Bi

i = 1, 2, . . . , M

(4.9)

and non-negativity constrains xi ≥ 0 for all metabolites and all time steps.
The bounds on the transcription rate (L T = r T = U T ) were modeled as:


GP
max
r T = VT
(4.10)
KT + GP
where GP denotes the concentration of the gene encoding the protein of interest,
and KT denotes a transcription saturation coefficient. The maximum transcription
rate VTmax was formulated as:
VTmax





≡ RT

v̇ T
lG




u (κ )

(4.11)

where R T denotes the RNA polymerase concentration (nM), v̇ T denotes the RNA
polymerase elongation rate (nt/h), lG denotes the gene length (nt). The term u (κ )
(dimensionless, 0 ≤ u (κ ) ≤ 1) is an effective model of promoter activity, where κ
denotes promoter specific parameters. The general form for the promoter models
was taken from Moon et al. [110]; which was based on earlier studies from Bintu
and coworkers [126], and similar to the genetically structured modeling approach
of Lee and Bailey [127]. In this study, we considered only the T7 promoter model:
u T7 =

KT7
1 + KT7

(4.12)

where KT7 denotes a T7 RNA polymerase binding constant. The values for all
promoter parameters are given in Table 4.1.
The translation rate (r X ) was bounded by:


m
max
0 ≤ r X ≤ VX
KX + m
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(4.13)

where m denotes the mRNA abundance and KX denotes a translation saturation
constant. The maximum translation rate VXmax was formulated as:
VXmax





≡ KP RX

v̇ X
lP


(4.14)

The term K P denotes the polysome amplification constant, v̇ X denotes the ribosome
elongation rate (amino acids per hour), and l P denotes the number of amino acids
in the protein of interest. The mRNA abundance m was estimated as:
m k +1 = m k + ( r T − m k λ ) h

(4.15)

where λ denotes the mRNA degradation rate constant (h−1 ). All translation parameters are given in Table 4.1.

Sampling of transcription and translation parameters.
The influence of the uncertainty in the transcription (TX) and translation (TL)
parameters was estimated by sampling the expected physiological ranges for these
parameters as determined from literature. We generated uniform random samples
between an upper (u) and lower (l) parameter bound of the form:
p∗ = l + (u − l ) × U (0, 1)

(4.16)

The T7 RNA polymerase concentration was sampled between 990 and 1010 nM,
ribosome levels between 1.8 and 2.2 µM, the RNA polymerase elongation rate
between 20 and 30 nt/s, and the ribosome elongation rate between 1.0 and 3.0 aa/s
[112, 105].
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4.5.2

Generation and evaluation of alternative measurement sets.

The measurement sets consisted of the base (one set of 37 metabolites), inclusion
sets (23 sets of 38 metabolites each), exclusion sets (37 sets of 36 metabolites each),
SVD-guided (one set of 37 metabolites), and simulated annealing samples (238
sets of varying length). In all cases, we assumed the same sampling frequency
as the base synthetic dataset, but we varied which species were measured. The
exclusion or inclusion measurement sets were constructed by removing or adding a
metabolite to the base set, while the SVD-guided measurement set was constructed
from high importance metabolites; the top 36 metabolites (plus glucose) that had
the greatest singular value weighted sum across the SVD-modes, accounting for
95% of the network structure, were designated the SVD measurement set. Lastly,
we used simulated annealing to generate potentially optimal measurements sets,
where the objective was to minimize the product of the prediction error, and flux
uncertainty. The prediction error, E , was computed by comparing the simulated
versus the measured value of a metabolite, for a Mcore set of metabolites. On the
other hand, the flux variability was computed using flux variability analysis (FVA)
[161], subject to constraints on the CAT production rate, and the selected metabolite
trajectories. In particular, the metabolite prediction error was calculated from the
time-dependent state array:
Mcore T

E=

∑ ∑

i =1 t = t i


max



x i ( t ) − yU
i ( t ), 0



+ max



yiL (t) −

x i ( t ), 0



where xi (t) denotes the simulated value of metabolite i at time t, yU
i ( t ) denotes the
upper bound of the 95% confidence interval on the synthetic data for metabolite
i at time t, yiL (t) denotes the lower bound of the 95% confidence interval on the
synthetic data for metabolite i at time t, and Mcore denotes the subset of metabolites
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in the core metabolism. For this calculation, the entire time course was considered
(ti = 0 h, T = 3 h). The flux uncertainty was calculated from the maximal and
minimal flux arrays:
T

σoverall =

∑ ∑



rmax
(t) − rmin
(t)
j
j

2

r j ∈Rcore t=ti

where rmax
(t) denotes the maximum value of flux j, while rmin
(t) denotes the value
j
j
of flux j at time t, calculated using flux variability analysis. The quantity Rcore
denotes the subset of reactions that constitute the core metabolism. For the flux
uncertainty calculations, either the entire reaction time course was considered (ti =
0 h, T = 3 h), or the uncertainty was calculated separately for each phase (phase 1:
ti = 0 h, T = 1 h; phase 2: ti = 1 h, T = 3 h).
The simulated annealing algorithm began by evaluating the error and flux
uncertainty of the base case and multiplying these to obtain a cost function:
cost = E · σoverall

(4.17)

Then, each metabolite that was considered measurable was added to or removed
from the constraint set with a certain probability pswitch :



1 − θ i
Runiform
< pswitch
0,1
new
θi
=
i = 1, 2, . . . , Mmeasurable (4.18)


uniform
 θi
R0,1
> pswitch
where θi ∈ {0, 1} denotes a binary parameter encoding whether or not metabolite
i is in the constraint set, Runiform
denotes a uniform random number taken from
0,1
a distribution between 0 and 1, and Mmeasurable denotes the set of metabolites
deemed to be measurable. For each newly generated constraint set, we re-solved
the dFBA and FVA problems, and re-calculated the cost function. All sets with
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a lower cost were accepted into the ensemble. Sets with a higher cost were also
accepted into the ensemble, if they satisfied the acceptance constraint:

Runiform
0,1

costnew − cost
< exp −α ·
cost



(4.19)

where Runiform
denotes a random number taken from a uniform distribution be0,1
tween 0 and 1, cost denotes the cost of the current parameter set, costnew denotes
the cost of the new parameter set, and α denotes an adjustable parameter to control
the tolerance to high-error sets. A total of 238 samples were accepted into the
ensemble, of which there were 219 unique sets. Both Mcore and Rcore and userconfigurable, and defined in the model code repository available from the Varnerlab
website [111].
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CHAPTER 5
PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF REACTION DYNAMICS ON-A-CHIP

5.1
1

Abstract

Microfluidic devices are portable, modular, and inexpensive to build. They enable

precise control over and real-time observation of biological systems. These advantages have been applied to overcome drawbacks of cell-free protein expression
systems such as low product yield and short reaction times, and are encouraging for
point-of-care therapeutics. While cell-free protein synthesis on-a-chip has been successfully performed, mathematical modeling of these systems is not prevalent. The
goal of this work was to characterize the dynamics of an in vitro reaction on-a-chip.
We adapted a batch glucose oxidase assay to operate continuously on a microfluidic
device. The device was a microreactor with two inputs and one output; one input
was supplied with a glucose solution while the other was fed with a solution of
glucose oxidase, horseradish peroxidase, and a colorimetric probe. As the streams
mixed inside the device, glucose was oxidized to produce D-gluconic acid and
hydrogen peroxide, which then caused a color change in the probe detectable by
spectrophotometry. In this way the concentration of glucose exiting the chip could
be quantified. Experimental trials were performed at a variety of fluid flow rates,
and positive and negative glucose standards were also measured to determine the
extent of the reaction. As the flow rate increased, the extent of reaction decreased.
A plug-flow reactor model was assumed and the data were analyzed with linear
regression in order to estimate a first-order kinetic rate constant of 46 h−1 . Future
1 This

work will appear in a manuscript currently under preparation.
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work will include further experiments with this assay and chip to confirm steadystate operation and study the effect of initial glucose concentration. Based on those
results, a more detailed kinetic model may be developed to better capture dynamics
and address the question of proper chip aeration. These insights could then be
applied to further work, running more complex reactions systems such as cell-free
protein synthesis, to ultimately facilitate on-demand production of therapeutics.

5.2

Introduction

Microfluidic systems have many advantages, such as are ease of construction,
portability, and micro-scale control of material, and real-time observation of system
components [81, 82, 98]. Furthermore, decreased reagant cost, extended lifetime of
reaction, and higher yield in comparison to batch systems makes them especially
attractive for CFPS [84, 85]. Extensive process units including pumps, mixers,
separators, and heaters are available and can be integrated together relatively
easily [87]. In particular, on-chip purification is promising for cost-efficient, ondemand therapeutics [86]. Thus, they have proven useful as research tools and
production platforms [83]. Some biological applications include enabling precise,
high-throughput assays [88], establishing concentration gradients to study cell
migration [89], and performing single-cell phenotype studies [90, 91]. DNA-based
CFPS-on-a-chip has been performed since at least 2001, with luciferase production
on modular biochemical IC chips [92]. However, some limitations of CFPS systems
have been low product yield and reaction longevity caused by reagant depletion
[95]. Microfluidic devices can overcome this challenge by supplying new reagants
and removing waste products simultaneous to gene expression [96, 97, 83]. The
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physical properties of metabolite-exchange membranes can even be engineered to
precisely control exchange rates [84]. Another benefit of microfluidics for improved
operation of CFPS is compartmentalization. This can be realized in the form of
chambers or channels etched in a chip [82] or as water droplets suspended in oil
[93, 94]. The ease of adding physical components to a device combined with the
lack of cellular barriers in CFPS allows for another approach to spatial control of
reaction components. Efrat and coworkers equipped a chip with electrodes to create
an electric-field trap away from the site of gene expression [99]. Upon engaging the
electric field, RNA, proteins, RNA polymerases, and ribosomes were attracted to
the trap and protein synthesis was reduced; when the field was switched off, the
gene expression molecules returned and the rate of protein synthesis was restored.
Thus protein synthesis could be oscillated at will. The engineering benefits of
microfluidic systems are impressive, even more so in combination with cell-free
synthetic biology. However, the way in which biological systems will operate when
ported to a microfluidic setting is not well understood a priori. The opportunity
exists for modeling to contribute to this understanding and further enhance the
capabilities of microfluidic platforms for CFPS.

5.3

Results and Discussion

The goal of this work was to understand how an in vitro reaction system would
perform on-a-chip. To that end, we selected a commercially available microfluidic
device for proof-of-concept experimentation and analysis. Rather than using a
full cell-free reaction system, we began with a glucose oxidase assay. Normal
batch operation of the assay consisted of entering a sample into a 96-well plate,
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adding reaction mix to the well, and incubating for 30-45 minutes at 37°C while
protecting the mixture from light. The reaction mix was prepared as a mixture of
glucose oxidase, horseradish peroxidase (HRP), and a colorimetric probe. If any
glucose were present in the sample, glucose oxidase would oxidize it to produce
D-gluconic acid and hydrogen peroxide. Horseradish peroxidase would then
use the hydrogen peroxide as an oxidizing agent to elicit a color change in the
colorimetric probe. This process would be dependent on the concentration of
glucose in the sample, and absorbance as measured by spectrophotometry would
quantify the concentration. Glucose standards, solutions prepared with known
concentrations of glucose, would also be incubated with reaction mix and analyzed
via spectrophotometry in order to calibrate the relation between absorbance and
glucose concentration. In order to run this assay continuously on-a-chip, we used a
microreactor with two inputs and one output. One input was fed with the same
glucose solution used as standard, while the other was fed with reaction mix. Rather
than incubate together for 30-45 minutes, long enough for the reaction to go to
completion, the solutions mixed continuously on the chip for between six seconds
and a minute. The mixing time depended on the chosen flow rate; trials of 1.25
mL/h, 2.5 mL/h, 5 mL/h, and 10 mL/h were performed. The chip sat in a water
bath on a hot plate set to 37°C to replicate the ideal assay temperature. The outlet
stream was collected in a vial and the reaction quenched with an ice bath. Samples
were then arranged in a 96-well plate and measured in a multimode plate reader.
Three trials were conducted for each of four desired flow rates as well as two
standards.
Extent of reaction was seen to decrease with increasing flux (Fig. 5.1). This was
intuitive, as higher flux meant less residence time on the chip, and less opportunity
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Figure 5.1: Extent of reaction versus reaction flux for experimental trials. Extent of reaction defined
as the ratio of positive standard absorbance minus experimental absorbance to positive standard
absorbance minus negative standard absorbance.

for the reaction to occur. However, variability within each trial was significant.
Some of the 10 mL/h trials even resulted in a negative extent of reaction. This
could be due to compounded error from both the experimental absorbance and the
positive standard absorbance. In order to characterize the kinetics of the reaction,
a plug-flow reactor model was employed. The key assumption of plug flow in
contrast to that of the continuous-stirred tank reactor model is that material is
well-mixed in the radial direction, but not in the axial direction. A simple model
of plug flow was obtained by making a few more assumptions: that density was
constant between reactants and products, that the reaction was isothermal, that
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Figure 5.2: Natural logarithm of terminal normalized glucose concentration versus inverse of
reaction flux for experimental trials. Terminal normalized glucose concentration defined as one
minus extent of reaction.

the system was at steady-state, and that the reaction was irreversible and obeyed
first-order kinetics. According to this model the concentration of glucose exiting the
chip followed an exponential decay function, dependent on the initial glucose concentration, kinetic rate constant, microreactor volume, and reaction flux (flow rate).
We defined terminal normalized glucose concentration as the ratio of the terminal
glucose concentration (concentration of glucose exiting the chip) to the initial glucose concentration. Then, by plotting the natural logarithm of this quantity against
the inverse of reaction flux (Fig. 5.2) and performing linear regression, we could
estimate the kinetic rate constant. The coefficient of determination of this model
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was 0.373. This is relatively low, due to the variation observed between samples
within each flow rate. However, the intercept of regression is near zero, which is encouraging. The slope of regression was -0.846 mL/h; since the microreactor volume
was 18.42 µL, we can estimate a first-order rate constant of 45.9 h−1 , or 0.0128 s−1 .
It is important to note that the outlet stream traveled in a section of tubing before
entering the ice-cold collection vial. This tubing volume, which amounted to 88 µL
(almost five times the microreactor volume), could be considered an extension of the
plug-flow reactor. In that case, the estimate of rate constant would decrease to 7.9
h−1 , or 0.0022 s−1 . However, because of how narrow the tubing was, it is reasonable
to assume that the exit stream quickly reached room temperature (approximately
20°C). It is unclear what the activity of the assay would be at this temperature, and
therefore to what degree the tubing ought to be considered in the effective reaction
volume.
This work provides a preliminary look at operation and characterization of an
in vitro reaction on a microfluidic chip. The extent of reaction could be controlled by
modulating the flow rate through the chip, allowing for an estimation of reaction
kinetics. In addition, this work required no custom chip design or fabrication, as it
made use of an inexpensive commercially available device. Future work should
include performing more experiments to characterize the system, expanding the
model, and ultimately advancing from a simple assay to full CFPS on-a-chip. We
are in the process of conducting experiments to confirm that the system operates at
steady-state and elucidate the effect of initial glucose concentration. A relationship
between initial reactant concentration and extent of reaction would indicate that
first-order kinetics do not adequately capture system dynamics, and the model
would need to be updated. Glucose oxidase action has previously been studied with
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multiple saturation kinetics [162, 163]. In that formulation, reaction rate depends
on both glucose and oxygen concentration in a nonlinear manner; three kinetic
parameters (one reaction rate and two saturation constants) would need to be
estimated instead of just one. Considering the variance in the current data, and
the resulting uncertainty of estimating one parameter, pursuit of that approach
would benefit from more experimental trials and the ability to quantify oxygen
concentrations. It may prove very important to extend the model in this way, since
aeration can a challenge in microfluidics [164]. Some studies have considered an
even greater level of detail, including complex inhibitory action from both the
substrate and product [165]. An important next step would be achieving on a
microfluidic device a more complex set of reactions that utilize the metabolism to
supply the material and energy demands of expression. Ideally the platform would
also progress to include functions such as incorporation of non-canonical amino
acids and post-translational modifications such as glycosylation on which certain
therapeutic applications rely. Leveraging the strengths of microfluidics and the
insights of modeling to extend the capabilities of the platform while maintaining
product yield, purity, and cost efficiency will be invaluable toward on-demand
therapeutic production.
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5.4

5.4.1

Materials and Methods

Glucose oxidase experiment

A glucose oxidase assay, the Glucose Assay Kit (Colorimetric) (Catalog Number:
STA-680), was purchased from Cell Biolabs, Inc. (San Diego, CA). The assay included a stock 400 mM glucose standard solution (Part No. 268001), a 10X assay
buffer (Part No. 268002), a colorimetric probe (Part No. 268003), horseradish peroxidase (HRP) at 100 units/mL in glycerol (Part No. 234402), and glucose oxidase at
200 units/mL (Part No. 268504). One unit was defined as the amount of enzyme
that would oxidize 1.0 micromole of beta-D-glucose to D-gluconic acid and hydrogen peroxide per minute at pH 5.1 at 35°C. A microfluidic starter kit (Product Code:
MF_STARTER_KIT_PLATFORM) was purchased from Micronit Microtechnologies
(Enschede, Netherlands). The starter kit included 1 Fluidic Connect PRO chip
holder, 2 syringe pumps, accessories (tubing, nuts, and ferrules), and a selection of
microfluidic chips. The chips selected were 18.7-µL microreactors (Product Code:
00757). The microreactors consisted of two inlet ports, two inlet channels that mixed
into one 18.42-µL microreactor channel, and one outlet port. The two inlets to the
chip were supplied with a glucose mix and a reaction mix, respectively. First 1X
assay buffer was prepared by diluting the stock 10X assay buffer 1:10 with deionized
water. Then the glucose mix was prepared by diluting the stock 400 mM glucose
standard solution 1:10 in 1X assay buffer. The reaction mix was prepared by diluting the colorimetric probe 1:100, HRP 1:500, and glucose oxidase 1:50 in 1X assay
buffer. Two syringes were filled with glucose mix and reaction mix, respectively,
and attached to sections of ETFE tubing that had been attached to the inlet ports
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of the chip. The syringes were placed inside the syringe pumps which pressed the
plunger to unload fluid into the chip at the desired flow rate. Experimental trials
with flow rates of 1.25 mL/h, 2.5 mL/h, 5 mL/h, and 10 mL/h were performed in
triplicate each. The chip was fully immersed in a water bath on a hot plate set to
37°C; verification was done to ensure no water leaked into the chip. The two inlet
streams mixed in the chip and exited through a section of ETFE tubing connected to
the outlet port. The outlet stream was collected in an Eppendorf tube sitting in an
ice bath to quench the reaction. The glucose concentration of the collected volume
was measured via spectrophotometry. Absorbance readings were taken in 96-well
plates with a multimode plate reader Varioskan Lux (ThermoFisher). In addition to
measuring the experimental samples, two standards were performed to calibrate
the absorbance reading. A positive glucose standard, identical to the glucose inlet
stream of the experiment, as well as a negative standard containing no glucose,
were prepared. The reaction mix was then added to both standards and incubated
at 37°C while protected from light. Both standards were prepared and measured
via spectrophotometry in triplicate. Six measurements of absorbance were taken
for each sample, such that a total of eighteen measurements were collected for each
experimental trial (flow rate) as well as each standard. As the positive standard
was meant to represent no extent of reaction, and the negative standard full extent
of reaction, for the experimental trials extent of reaction was defined as:
ξ=

Abs pos − Abs exp
Abs pos − Abs neg

(5.1)

where ξ represents the extent of reaction, Abs pos represents the positive standard
absorbance, Abs exp represents the experimental trial absorbance, and Abs neg represents the negative standard absorbance. The normalized glucose concentration
exiting the reactor volume (terminal normalized glucose concentration) was equiva132

lent to one minus extent of reaction:
Cglc ( X )
= Ceglc ( X ) = 1 − ξ
Cglc,0

(5.2)

where Cglc ( X ) represents the terminal glucose concentration, Cglc,0 represents the
eglc ( X ) represents the terminal normalized gluinitial glucose concentration, and C
cose concentration.

5.4.2

Plug-flow reactor model

A plug-flow reactor model was constructed according to the following assumptions:
well-mixed material in the radial direction but not the axial direction, constant density, isothermal reaction, steady-state. Given a single reaction consuming reactant
A to produce product B:
A→B

(5.3)

the mass balance of reactant A through a differential slice of the reaction volume is
given by:
FA ( x + dx ) − FA ( x ) = At · dx · r

(5.4)

where FA ( x + dx ) represents the flux of reactant A out of the differential volume (at
distance x + dx), FA ( x ) represents the flux of reactant A into the differential volume
(at distance x), At represents the transverse cross-sectional area of the plug-flow
reactor, dx represents the width of the differential volume, and r represents the rate
of reaction. The flux of A at any given location can be written as the product of its
concentration at that location and the overall volumetric flow rate, which in turn is
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given by the product of linear flow velocity u and transverse cross-sectional area:
FA ( x ) = C A ( x ) · u · At
u · At · (C A ( x + dx ) − C A ( x )) = At · dx · r

(5.5)
(5.6)

where C A ( x + dx ) represents the concentration of reactant A exiting the differential
volume, C A ( x ) represents the concentration of reactant A entering the differential
volume, and u represents the linear flow velocity. This allows the mass balance to
be expressed as a differential equation for the concentration of A across the spatial
dimension:
d(C A )
r
=
dx
u

(5.7)

By making further assumptions about the kinetics of the reaction, specifically that
it is a single, irreversible reaction with first-order kinetics, reaction rate can be
expressed as a function of concentration:
r = k · CA

(5.8)

d(C A )
k
=
· CA
dx
u

(5.9)

where k represents the first-order rate constant. Integrating from the beginning of
the reaction volume (x = 0) to an arbitrary location x gives an exponential decay
function across the spatial dimension:


k
C A ( x ) = C A0 · exp − · x
u


(5.10)

The linear flow velocity can be re-expressed in terms of overall flux (volumetric
flow rate):
k · At
C A ( x ) = C A0 · exp −
·x
F



(5.11)

where F represents the overall reaction flux. The concentration of A exiting the
plug-flow reactor can be found by substituting the reactor length X, which is equal
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to the reactor volume divided by the transverse cross-sectional area, for x:
X =

V
At

(5.12)

k·V
C A ( X ) = C A0 · exp −
F



(5.13)

The ratio of reactant concentration to initial reactant concentration can be defined
as normalized reactant concentration:
eA ( X ) = C A ( X )
C
C A0


k
·
V
eA ( X ) = exp −
C
F

(5.14)
(5.15)

eA ( X ) represents the normalized concentration of reactant A exiting the
where C
reactor (terminal normalized reactant concentration). This can be reformulated to
isolate the rate constant:
eA ( X ) = −k · V · 1
ln C
F

(5.16)

Therefore the slope of the natural logarithm of terminal normalized reactant concentration versus inverse flux, divided by the negative of the volume, will give an
estimate of the first-order kinetic rate constant.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY

Cell-free biology is a strategy that can replicate and improve upon in vivo processes without any living cells being present. One example of this is cell-free protein
synthesis (CFPS), a protein production technique in which cells are lysed to produce an extract containing all of the relevant macromolecular synthesis machinery.
Upon addition of DNA and the necessary substrates gene expression occur. The
advantages of CFPS include no cell wall, no resources consumed by cell growth,
and the ability to freeze-dry extracts and DNA templates to be reconstituted later,
enabling portable, on-demand production of therapeutics. Once employed mostly
as research and diagnostic tools, cell-free systems have more recently been realized
as protein production platforms for applications ranging from therapeutic protein
production to synthetic biology. However, cell-free expression platforms have traditionally suffered from low product yield and short reaction duration. For CFPS to
become a mainstream technology for advanced applications such as point of care
manufacturing, the performance limits of these systems must be understood.
One tool to address these questions and provide strategies is mathematical
modeling. Early models of metabolism sought to describe cellular responses to a
changing microenvironment; as the genomes of various organisms were decoded,
more detailed descriptions of cellular metabolism became possible. Metabolic modeling has contributed to the field of cell-free biology as well, being used to analyze
resource competition and identify bottlenecks in protein production. One approach
that has been used to study metabolism is kinetic modeling, in which mass-action
ordinary differential equations (ODEs) are constructed from network stoichiometry
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and informed by biological understanding. These models can incorporate known
kinetics and control mechanisms and capture the metabolite dynamics. Parameter
identification is a challenge, but it can be overcome through techniques such as parameter ensembles and machine learning. Constraint-based modeling approaches
such as flux balance analysis (FBA) are also built from stoichiometric reconstructions
of metabolism, but avoid some of the drawbacks of kinetic modeling. By making
a pseudo-steady-state assumption ODEs are reformulated as algebraic equations
that can be solved much more efficiently. Reaction rates are not based on kinetics
but determined as an optimal solution to an objective within constraints such as
material balances and maximum allowable reaction rates, removing the difficulty of
parameter identification. Constraint-based methods can integrate detailed descriptions of gene expression or protein structures and have been applied to prediction
of yield, mutant behavior, and growth phenotypes. However, they cannot model
the dynamics of intermediary metabolites. A hybrid approach, dynamic constraintbased modeling, overcomes this by splitting the simulation time course into small
increments, within which the steady-state assumption is made. Mass balances
update the metabolite concentrations between the time intervals. In this way, they
combine the dynamic description of kinetic models with the computational savings
of constraint-based methods. Taken together, kinetic and constraint-based modeling
are powerful tools to understand and improve the performance of CFPS.
Toward this goal, we employed sequence-specific constraint-based modeling to
predict the performance of CFPS reactions. A core E. coli metabolic description was
combined with sequence-specific gene expression descriptions to simulate protein
expression. The approach was verified on two model proteins, chloramphenicol
acetyltransferase (CAT) and dual emission green fluorescent protein (deGFP), for
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which training data were available; it was then applied to make predictions for a
variety of other proteins. By comparing the metabolism of theoretically optimal and
experimentally constrained CFPS reactions, we were able to predict productivity
and energy efficiency as functions of protein length and promoter type. Sensitivity
analysis identified the key pathways governing CFPS: oxidative phosphorylation
most impacted energy efficiency, while translation most impacted productivity.
This approach could also be applied to model multi-protein synthetic circuits,
RNA circuits, small molecule synthesis, or protein expression augmented by posttranslation modifications such as glycosylation. In summary, we could effectively
estimate the performance of CFPS with sequence-specific constraint-based modeling
requiring only a limited number of parameters.
We next utilized kinetic modeling to characterize E. coli CFPS. We developed an
ensemble of kinetic models integrated with a logic-based description of allosteric
regulation and trained them on the CAT dataset. The ensemble captured the biphasic nature of metabolism and CAT production, relying on glucose during the first
hour and pyruvate and lactate following glucose exhaustion. The ensemble also fit
the dynamic metabolite measurements much better than random parameter sets
within comparable parameter ranges, and showed that allosteric enzyme control
was important to system dynamics but not to protein production. Simulations
showed the energy efficiency of CAT production to be 12%, suggesting that resources were being diverted to non-productive pathways and waste accumulation.
Reaction group knockouts highlighted oxidative phosphorylation and glycolysis/
gluconeogenesis as the most important pathways for overall metabolism as well as
protein productivity. Also important for the metabolism were TCA cycle and overflow reactions, while biosynthesis of alanine, aspartate, asparagine, glutamate, and
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glutamine were important for productivity. Furthermore, the translation rate was
observed to be more important than the transcription rate for protein production.
This study was the first to use a kinetic description to model dynamic E. coli-based
CFPS. It represents an important step toward a functional genome-scale description
of cell-free E. coli metabolism, and could be adapted to model other protein production and synthetic biology applications. In addition to drawing conclusions about
the system under study, we gained insight into the suitability of different modeling
approaches to these problems. The fully kinetic approach used herein produced
models that were computationally intensive to solve and interrogate. However,
constraint-based approaches depend on the accuracy of the measurements to which
they are constrained.
We next approached the problem using dynamic constraint-based modeling.
In this approach, metabolite measurements were directly incorporated into the
flux estimation problem and protein synthesis was informed by sequence-specific
descriptions of transcription and translation. Simulations captured the network
dynamics in the absence of kinetic parameters, and flux variability analysis illustrated a robustness to substrate utilization for protein production. By varying the
metabolites used to constrain the problem, we interrogate which were most useful
for generating predictive models. Central carbon metabolites, specifically upper
glycolysis, TCA cycle, and pentose phosphate, were most effective, while energy
and amino acid measurements were less effective. Across all sets of constraints the
metabolic fluxes remained mostly unidentifiable. This work presents a novel tool
for the modeling of cell-free dynamics. It could be extended to address the complexities of protein folding or post-translational modifications such as glycosylation
toward an understanding of optimizing CFPS for point-of-care therapeutics.
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Finally, we conducted a preliminary analysis of in vitro reaction dynamics on
a microfluidic device. The advantages of microfluidic systems include portability,
modularity, ease and low cost of construction, micro-scale control of material, and
real-time observation and manipulation of system components. In addition, their
decreased reagant costs, extended reaction times, and higher yields compared to
batch systems are promising for CFPS, which has struggled in these areas. Rather
than running a full cell-free extract reaction, we used a glucose oxidase assay to
analyze reaction dynamics. The assay used a reaction mixture consisting of glucose
oxidase, horseradish peroxidase, and a colorimetric probe to detect glucose by
inducing a color change that would then be quantified with spectrophotometry.
To run this assay on-a-chip, we used a commercially available microreactor with
a glucose solution and the reaction mix as the two device inputs. The fluids were
pushed into the chip at precise flow rates and the glucose concentration of the
exiting stream was measured. The extent of reaction decreased as the reaction
flow rate increased. We analyzed this trend under the assumptions of plug flow
and first-order kinetics to estimate a first-order rate constant of 46 h−1 . This work
provides an initial analysis of in vitro reaction dynamics on-a-chip. Future work
will include performing more experiments to characterize this system, as well as
possibly expanding model complexity and studying the importance of chip aeration.
Another future endeavor would be to perform CFPS on the device, to understand
the aspects of metabolism most important in the microfluidic environment. Taken
together, these modeling and experimental efforts provide an important foundation
toward the goal of on-demand therapeutic production.
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